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PERITE -*(P` MICROPHONES 
nC.,rrm NEED i A COMPLETE LINE FILLING EVERY BROT 

Model SR -80. Easiest way to improve any installa- 
tion. Perfect fidelity. No background noises. No 
resonant peaks. Can be placed up to 2000 feet from 
amplifier without any appreciable loss. Frequency 
response 30 to 10,000 C.P.S. Output. -64 db. (open 
line). Hand -hammered ribbon is not affected by 
even a 40 -mile gale. Not affected by tempera- 
ture, pressure, or humidity. Completely shielded. 
Elastic coupling absorbs shocks and vibration;. 

J ti t ivi l- . 

Model RB -M New Super -flux 
Nickel Aluminum Magnets are 
used ... magnets more power- 
ful than even 36% Cobalt ... 
Since this microphone has no 
peaks, it gives perfectly life- 
like reproduction (not mechan- 
ical) and does not tire the 
listener. Eliminates acoustic 
feedback in P A. Work. NEW! 
High Level Model RB -H. Elim- 
inates separate pre -amp. (Out- 
! i umpedanr 2000 ohms.) 

A C' - 

an - 

THOROUGHLY SHIELDED 
& GUARANTEED HUMLESS 
Another great Amperite 
value included in FREE 
TRIAL offer. Frequency 
range, 30 - 14,000 cycles 
(1 db.). Hum level, -100 db. 

PO4 HIM IMPEDANCE 
1CDOPHONE 

NEW! High Level Model SR8O-H. Unusual brilliancy 
and definition. Eliminates input transformer with 
its losses and inductive hum. Requires 15 db. less 
overall amplification than low impedance type. Ex- 
cellent for both studio and remote. This microphone 
is high enough in impedance (2000 ohms) to oper- 

le directly into grid -but not high enough to in- 
uce serious losses in lines up to 50'. Longer 

can be used wish low capacity R.F. Cable. 

Broadcasters are invited to conduct a TWO WEEKS' FREE TRIAL of our 
microphones. No deposit. No obligation whatever. All we ask is that you 
make the test exhaustive. Then decide whether you want to keep the 
microphone or return it. Even if you are not in the market, feel free to make 
the test for future reference. Behind this FREE TRIAL offer is the conviction 
that Amperite offers the finest microphones available today, regardless of 
price. High fidelity reprodcction of speech and music.... Perfect Definition 
of instruments in ensemble work.... Dependability .. Ruggedness... 

All these qualities are guaranteed! 

NEW! 
Illustrated Catalogue Sheets. 

Write for them now. 

THE LITTLE VELOCITY 
WITH UNIFORM OUTPUT 

Output uniform with speaker's 
head at any angle Output 
level practically equal to large 
velocity. Frequency response 
60 -7500 cycles. Reproduction 
lifelike Eliminates audience 
noises Transformer included 
within microphone case. Rug- 
ged construction New chrome 
aluminum magnets used 
Weighs only 8 ounces Size 
21/4 x 11/4 x 11 /e High Level 
Model available (Model 7J -H) 

The very latest in construc- 
tion and appearance Rug- 
ged Smooth operating 
Complete line of floor stands. 
Desk and banquet stands. 
Portable stand which un- 
folds to extra sturdy floor 
stand. Chrome or gunmetal 
finish. Write for Bulletin S. 

} 

VELOCITY J4EflJTE MICROPHONES 

AMPERlTE Cmpany_ 561 BROADWAY NEW YORK 

Cable Address: Alkem. New York 

s- 
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UTC sets a new precedent for 

UrFç WIDE RANGE HIGH FIDELITY TRANSFORMERS 

LINEAR STANDARD and HIPERM ALLOY audio transformers 
individually calibrated and guaranteed to be -±- 

I db from 30 
cycles to 20,000 cycles. 

All pertinent technical data and frequency response in db indelibly 
imprinted on outer transformer shield for customer's protection. 

LINEAR STANDARD AUDIO COMPONENTS 
u 

` 

¡_y 
v Sr 

7 
: 
;w: 

, IJ The LS -I0, illustrated, is an input transformer designed to match variable 
input lines of 500, 333, 250, 200, 125 or 50 ohms to a single grid. 
Overall impedance of secondary windings 60,000 ohms, impedance of 
each winding 15,000 ohms. The multiple tap windings used on the LS-I0 
input coil are an original and exclusive UTC coil structure develop- 
ment. A wide combination of impedance connections is made possible 
without impairing the audio range or efficiency of each unit. UTC's 
engineering division was first to develop the hum bucking coil structure 
used on the LS -10. All linear standard audio units are housed il: 
heavy high permeability shields which afford a ratio of shielding 

3 (permeability) which is five times as great as the usual cast iron 
housings used for shielding input coils. All UTC LS units are designed 
so that they may be fastened to chassis or rack panel with lugs at top 
or bottom. 

HIGH FIDELITY HIPERM ALLOY AUDIO COMPONENTS 
This new group of transformers, specifically designed for portable use, are extremely compact 

and light in weight. These high fidelity units are the smallest quality transformers of their 

class and have only been made possible through the development of HIPERM ALLOY, a 

nickel iron alloy having extremely high initial permeability. This alloy is not only used for 

11:.: 
the core materiel, but also for the inner shield surrounded by the outer case, thus affording n 

a maximum of shielding with a minimum of size and weight. The average weight of each unit 

is 2 lbs. Another unique feature developed to make possible the small size of these units Ró 

is the elimination of all extended mounting flanges or feet. These are replaced by simple ' a` 

threaded metal inserts in the case allowing mounting with terminals either up or down, so 

that the units can bs mounted either on a rack panel or metal chassis with no waste space. 

UTC HIPERM ALLOY Audio 
- - Transformers used in the new 

[ j . rder _ WOR 
3013 Amplifiers. built for In 

IT - r-r*r-r 
Portable specially use 

.P ' remote Pickup broadcasts in conjunction with the new ' 
WOR high fidelity 50,000 watt transmitter. < t' k n 

ie WOR 
4 , a is also installing the 30B portable amplifier in many 

celebrated publie address installations throughout the s 

New York Metropolitan area. _4 

Write for the U11003 bulletin describing the use of Linear Standard Units in amplifier circuits having 
an output of from 1/, waft to 1.000 watts. Also includes De -ibel, Pear+ence and Pesstance data charts. 

UNITED TRANSFORMER CORP. 
:_ port Division: 15 Laight Street, New York City 

74 -78 SPRING STREET NEW YORK, N. Y. 

SEPTEMBER 
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TELEVISION- Ill 
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EDITORIAL 

TELEVISION Is no longer in the lap of the 
gods -it now rests in human hands. The 
future of television -its utilitarian and 
cultural scope, and the rapidity with which 
it progresses -is solely dependent upon how 
the human hands may propose to mold it. 

It has been pointed out that haste in 
promoting television might do irreparable 
damage ; that lack of standardization with 
regard to the technical points might bring 
about chaos ; that inadequate transmission 
facilities might "kill the goose" before it 
ever laid a golden egg. In short, television 
will demand that the stage be set well in 
advance of the play. 

It is a foregone conclusion that the indus- 
try has given serious consideration to the 
technical problems peculiar to television. 
Consequently, it may be assumed that the 
system or systems placed into service will 
be practical and compatible. Perhaps, though, 
the industry has failed to take into account 
the equally important problems of the tech- 
nique of presentation and the social ram- 
ifications. In the instance of television the 
success or failure of its service will hinge 
as much upon the manner in which it is con- 
ducted as upon technical merits. 

Radio broadcasting had a clear -cut field 
to begin with, and, because of its nature, be- 
came the exclusive child of the radio in- 
dustry. Television, on the other hand, 
though based on radio practice and on the 
efforts of radio engineers, may remain a 
child of this industry only in the event that 
its use is kept within proper bounds. There 
is the possibility, for one thing, of there 
being too many cooks, and there is the 
chance that television may develop into the 
ward of an industry or profession other than 
radio. Certainly the fruits of television 
should go to the industry from which it 

evolved. Should the fruits go elsewhere, the 
radio and television engineer, and the radio 
industry, will have been exploited. 

We are of the opinion that the radio in- 
dustry should commence a study of the pos- 
sible implications of a television service ; 

that immediate consideration should be given 
to the interests that may be involved ; that 
a committee should be formed for the pur- 
pose of developing a technique of presen- 
tation in fitting with the technical scope of 
the proposed television service; that repre- 
sentatives of the industry should cooperate 
for the express purposes of preventing the 
institution of conflicting systems, and to 
direct the functioning of the service. It is 
not enough that the industry should control 
the television chains; the industry should 
also control the uses to which the chains are 
put. 

The danger of leaving the formulation of 
television technique in the hands of business 
interests lies in the fact that such interests 
lack entirely the technical foresight of the 
engineer. If sufficient foresight is not ex- 
ercised in the formulation of the system, 
the chains may start their march of progress 
with the wrong foot forward . and be 
unable to change step, once they have 
started. 

Television is destined to have a marked 
influence on social life -good or bad. It 
may in time play a more important part in 
the shaping of human relationships than 
has the automobile. If used as an educa- 
tional medium, it will enlighten and broaden 
the average mind to a far greater extent 
than has radio broadcasting. If used as a 
vehicle for entertainment, it will enrich the 
lives of millions of people. If used prin- 
cipally as a commercial service, predicated 
upon the identical set -up of radio broad- 
casting, it may well fall into disrepute. 

In order to insure the future of television, 
the radio industry should commence imme- 
diately the shaping of television policies. 
Prepardness is an essential, if television is 
to be the next milestone in the progress of 
society. And prepardness is an essential if 
the radio industry is to rear its own child. 

COMMUNICATION AND 
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PREcMpacT 
INSTANTANEOUS RECORDER 

Large- bulky -unwieldy apparatus -Tolerated in the days of 
radio's infancy- Obsolete in this age of modern broadcasting. 

Today, the trend is to flexible equipment -Equipment that can be 
used for more than one purpose- Equipment that quickly amortizes 
the original investment. 
STURDY -with all quality characteristics required for high fidelity 
reproduction -flat from 30 to 15,000 cycles within t 1.5 db, the 
"Recorder" can be carried from position to position without fear 
of damage to the delicate mechanism. 
PORTABLE -with scientific compactness of design of the airplane. 
Otte mas ram carry the complete salt. 
FLEXIBLE -with simplicity of manipulation -only two coatrols for 
operation. 
PRICE- within the reach of the broadcasting station and electrical 
transcription laboratory budget -yet always consistent with quality 
merchandise! Find out why the "Presto hottest Recorder" fills the 
countless jobs around the studio which otherwise would require ex- 
pensive installation and equipment. 

PRESTO manufactures the famous chemically coated discs that 
have revolutionized instantaneous recording. These discs are 
available in all sizes. Presto also manufactures the oversize 
discs that can be used as originals for making masters for 
pressings. 

Everything for recording -from a needle 
to a complete studio installation. 

An ironclad guarantee accompanies all Presto equipment. 

Consult our engineering department on your particular requirements. 
If, after 30 days trial, you are not satisfied with the equipment, it 
can be returned immediately -no questions asked -and money will 
he refunded. 

RECORDING CORPORATION 
139 West 19th Street, New York, N. Y. 

SEPTEMBER 
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features 

WARD LEONARD 
TRANSMITTER 

CONTROL PANEL 
The usefulness of this control for equipment em- 
ploying vacuum tubes and mercury vapor rectifiers 
is largely due to its five features: 

i Provides a time delay to 
allow power tubes and 
rectifiers to attain proper 
operating temperatures. 

2. Permits removing plate 
supply for transmitter 
adjustments without in- 
terrupting filament supply. 

3 Protects plate supply from 
overloads. 

4 May be operated from 
several remote points. 

5 Standard relay rack 
mounting. 

Ward Leonard Transmitter Control is used for low power trans- 
mitters, amplifiers, and various types of laboratory vacuum tube 

equipment. 

SEND FOR BULLETIN No. 507C 

It gives you facts and figures that are of great 

interest to the Broadcasting Station. 

WARD LEONARD 
RELAYS - RESISTORS - RHEOSTATS 

WARD LEONARD ELECTRIC CO. 
33 South Street, Mount Vernon, N. Y. 

Please send me your bulletin No. 507C. 

Name 

Firm 

.4ddress . 

Toten State 
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"DIRECTED"BROADCASTING 

w BLAW (NOX VERTICAL 

RAD IATO RSç ... 
IEN41K, N.J. 

Usirg Blaw -Knox Vertical Radia- 
tcrs, Station WOR directs its waves 
tc territores having large mass 
pcp-i1 tior-thus giving their clients 
tie most effective coverage that 
is posble. 

Day we send you onr recom- 
mendations and approximate 
pries on Blaw -Knox Radiator=- to 
incrase the effectiveness 3f your 
owr c Dverage. There are now 446 
Blasv -Knox Vertical Radiatcrs 
in.2se 

BLAW-KNOX COMPANY 
2165 Fa. mers Bank Bldg ? :ts.ur3h. Pe. 

6 
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PRODUCTS 

"There is hardly anything in the 
world that some man cannot make 

a little worse and sell a little 
cheaper, and the people who 
consider price only are this man's 
lawful prey. " -Ruskin. 

Particulars on request. 

00110\`L110 
840 BARRY STREET NEW YORK, N.Y. 

i 
for GREATER SENSITIVITY 

and EXTREME RUGGEDNESS i 
RADIO RECEPTOR 

DYNAMIC (MO ;I "G MICROPHONES 
ARE DEFINITELY SUPERIOR! 

Mod, Is GB and GC 

Model 6A with PIul 

NO EXTREMELY high pain ampli- 
fier. rrgotrrd. 
WIDE ANGLE PICKUP: Uniform over 
anele of 137, 

BACKGROUND NOISE: All micro- 
phone background noise eliminated. 

CLOSE -UP TALKING: No change in 
frequency e.ponse, so column with 
other tsPe.. 

OPERATING CURRENT: No current 
supply from balletic. or other sources 

SIZE: i- lrenpdy small and compact. 

MOUNTING: N. delicate spring osa - 
peu.i.m 

sa 
pry for P. A. work or 

e.o.e talking 

UNIFORMITY: All Model "6" micro- 
phone.: tested for sensitivity. uni- 
formity and frequency characteristics. 

CONVENIENCE: May he operated 
1_1)1(0 feet from amplifier without ap- 
Vr ,snide to- 

Price $33.00 and up 

Complete data supplied on 
request. Write on your 

letterhead. 

RADIO RECEPTOR CO., INC. 
.tlaaalartarers of Rodio and Sound Rgoipmeat Since 1922 

106 SEVENTH AVENUE NEW YORK, N. Y. 
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REDIFFUSION IN GREAT BRITAIN 

The First of Three Articles on the General and Technical 
.I xliectx of Program Serrice by Wire 

By PAUL ADORJAN 
Director of Research 

REDIFFUSION, LIMITED, LONDON, ENGLAND 

OVER A QUARTER of a million families in 
Great Britain receive their radio enter- 
tainment by wire. This method of dis- 
tributing is known as "Rediffusion" 
(also as Radio Relay and Broadcast 
Relay). 

Selected radio programs are picked 
up at suitable points and the amplified 
signals are carried by private wires to 
subscriber's premises for the operation 
of sound reproducers. 

The technical services for the group 
of companies supplying over a quarter 
of the total number of subscribers are 
carried out by Rediffusion Limited and 
the present article deals with the meth - 
ods employed by those companies, but 
the remaining companies are run on 
similar lines as far as general principles 
are concerned. 

It is interesting to note that the Re- 
dilfusion systems described here have 
been the most successful as regards the 
number of subscribers per families re- 
siding in their respective areas. In some 
areas every fourth family subscribes to 
the Rediffusion service. 

CONDITIONS OF OPERATION 
A license from the Postmaster Gen- 

eral and permission from the local town 
council must he obtained before any 
town can be operated. Where roads 
have to be crossed with overhead or un- 
derground viring, permission must be 

SEPTEMBER 
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obtained from the authorities while way - 
leaves from both landlords and tenants 
are required not only for any fixings 
to private property, but also for all wires 
passing over private property. 

RECEIVING STATIONS 

Rediffusion systems usually operate in 
towns where radio reception is bad ow- 
ing to electrical interference and /or 

weak field strength. The first problem, 
therefore, that the Rediffusion engineer 
has to solve is to find a suitable receiv- 
ing site. Observations of field strength 
with particular reference to fading are 
carried out over an extended period and 
when a suitable site is found, usually 
some distance from the town concerned, 
a receiving station is erected. A typical 
receiving station is shown in Fig. I. 

FIG. I. A TYPICAL "REDIFFUSION" RECEIVING STATION. 
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FIG. 2. INTERIOR OF A CENTRAL CONTROL STATION. 

The aerial systems generally include 
directional aerials as these are found to 
be very useful for eliminating various 
types of interference. 

The receiving station usually contains 
four receivers. The types of receivers 
used vary according to the conditions 
at the receiving station. If the receiving 
station is within the primary service 
area of B. B. C. stations one or two 
straight receivers are used for the recep- 
tion of these programs while the remain- 
ing receivers are of the superheterodyne 
type used for the reception of more dis- 
tant British, Continental and Transat- 
lantic transmissions. The wave range 
covered by the various types of re- 
ceivers is from 16 to 2000 meters. 

If B. B. C. transmitters are within 20 
miles, diode receivers without a high - 
frequency stage are employed for the 
reception of these transmissions. If the 
B. B. C. transmitters are within two or 
three miles, it is usual to install a diode 
receiver right under the transmitting 
aerial and connect the audio- frequency 
output of this receiver via Post Office 
lines to the central control station. 

The output of the receivers is con- 
nected by means of line amplifiers to 
Post Office lines or company's own lines 
connecting the receiving station to the 
central control station. 

Suitable switching, fading and vol- 
ume- indicating equipment is also pro- 
vided at the receiving station. 

CHOICE OF PROGRAMS 
Two programs are supplied to sub- 

scribers for about 14 hours each day. 
The programs are chosen a week in ad- 
vance for each town from the various 
British and foreign transmissions avail- 

able. Approximately 90 percent of the 
transmissions consist of relaying British 
programs, no advertising matter being 
sent out. Under the terms of the license 
from the Postmaster General no pro- 

8 
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grams may be originated by the Redif- 
fusion companies. 

CENTRAL CONTROL STATIONS 

The central control station is situated 
approximately at the geometrical center 
of the town which is to be served. It is 
connected to the receiving station by 
two program lines and a telephone line 
which are either hired from the Post 
Office or are company's own lines. 
Switching arrangements are provided so 
that in case of breakdown of the pro- 
gram lines, the telephone line may be 
used as an emergency replacement. 

A number of repeating line amplifiers 
are installed at the central control sta- 
tion to supply the programs to a number 
of sub -amplifying stations. A separate 
line amplifier is used for each sub -station 
and each program. Thus, if five sub- 
stations have to be supplied, ten repeat- 
ing line amplifiers are required at cen- 
tral control. In addition to these, spares 
are available. Usually the central con- 
trol station also contains power ampli- 
fiers for directly supplying subscribers 

FIG. 3. DEMONSTRI 
TION ROOM. W I7 H 
CONTROL ROOM IN 

THE BACKGROUND. 

situated around the central control sta- 
tion and each amplifying station supplies 
subscribers situated around it in an aria 
with a radius of about one mile. 

The central control station is con- 
nected to each of the sub -stations by 
three lines ; these again are either rented 
from the Post Office or are the com- 
pany's own lines. Two of these lines 
are program lines, while the third is a 
telephone and control line. By means 
of special control gear installed at the 
central control station and each sub- 
station, either of the programs can be 
monitored from any of the sub -stations 
at central control. 

The sub -stations are not attended and 
the central control operator controls 
the output level of sub -stations and in- 
forms engineers of any irregularity that 
he may observe. A service engineer is 
then dispatched, probably on a motor- 
cycle, to the sub- station to deal with the 
fault. 

Central control gear is now being in- 
stalled to enable central control to 
switch on and off equipments at sub -. 
stations and transfer amplifiers from 
one program to another in order to deal 
with variations in load conditions. 

Synchronous clock switching gear is 
installed in all sub -stations to earth sub- 
scriber's feeders after midnight. when 
the programs are terminated. This 
switch at present is also used for switch- 
ing off equipments. 

Level indicators are connected across 
all interstation lines and all power am- 
plifier outputs. 

Fig. 2 shows the interior of a central 
control station. The central control 
room is usually adjacent to the demon- 
stration room where intending sub- 
scribers can choose their loudspeakers. 
Fig. 3 shows a typical demonstration 
room, with the control room in the back- 
ground. The various types of sub- 
scriber's loudspeakers can be seen in this 
figure. 

COMMUNICATION AND 
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RELAY HOUSE 

SUB- AMPLIFYING STATIONS 

Fig. 4 shows the exterior of an unat- 
ended sub -station. The aerial in the 
background is used in connection with 
a standby receiver. Where such standby 
receivers are installed arrangements are 
provided for automatic switching on 
from central control and also for re- 
versal of line amplifiers. This arrange- 
ment is provided so that in case of 
breakdown at the receiving station alter- 
native reception shall be available, such 
alternative reception, of course, being 
generally inferior to that normally avail- 
able. 

The sub -station houses line amplifiers, 
control gear and power amplifiers. Two 
types of power amplifiers are employed, 
(1) approximately 100 watts output. 
(2) approximately 300 watts output. 

The type used at any sub -station is 
decided on after consideration of the 
number of subscribers to be served by 
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FIG. O. EXTERIOR OF AN 
UNATTENDED SUB- 

STATION. 

the particular station, only one type of 
power amplifier being employed at each 
station. 

FIG. A HIGH 
LEVEL STATION. THIS SUPPLIES 

THREE TOWNS. 

transmitter channels, the response has 
to be cut down by selective receivers. 

Where Post Office lines are used. the 
levels applied to these must not exceed 
1.4 volts rms, but on the company's own 
lines levels of 35 to 45 volts rms are 
usual. All power amplifiers are designed 
to supply 45 volts rms under the condi- 
tions of full output and full load. Out- 
put wattages of 25 percent to 50 percent 
higher than the normal rated outputs 
can be obtained with about 10 percent 
total harmonic distortion. 

All power amplifiers are of the Class 
AB type and therefore high efficiencies 
are obtained. 

DISTRIBUTING NETWORK 

The company's own lines are used ex- 
clusively between the amplifying sta- 
tions and subscribers, these lines being 
tested daily with equipment provided at 
all stations. Four wires are used for 
the transmission of two programs, two 
for the program known as "A" pro- 
gram and two for the alternative or "B" 
program. Six or eight main feeders are 
erected radially from each amplifying 

IS 

BROADCAST 
T 

MAY IN= 

The gain of all amplifiers in a station 
is adjusted to be equal so that it is pos- 
sible to run two or more amplifiers in 
parallel under heavy load conditions. 

PERFORMANCE OF EQUIPMENT 

The frequency response of all ampli- 
fiers is kept within 1 db from 50 to 10,- 
000 cycles. The total harmonic distor- 
tion produced by the combination of 
line and power amplifier is limited to 
5 percent on the rated full outputs. The 
inter -station links are equalized to with- 
in 2 db from 50 to 6,000 cycles, or 50 to 
9,000 cycles, depending on the length of 
the lines. It would be a comparatively 
easy matter to equalize all inter -station 
lines to 9,000 cycles, but at present this 
is unnecessary as owing to the unsatis- 
factory separation between adjacent 

FIG. 6. CASE CONTAINING THE STEP -DOWN 
TRANSFORMERS AND LINE- TESTING EQUIPMENT. 

station and all subscribers are wired in 
parallel along these feeders and branch 
feeders. 

Open wire is preferable from the point 
of view of obtaining good frequency 
characteristics, but lead cable and un- 
derground cabling are used to a large 
extent. All main feeders are constructed 
in 16 gauge conductors, 20 gauge lead 
covered cables being used for sub- 
scriber's drop -ins. 

Open wire feeders are carried along 
chimney stacks, held by suitable 
brackets, while lead cable is usually run 
under the eaves. Fig. 5 (front cover) 
shows the method of construction of 
open wire, and the subscriber's drop -in 
can also he seen. Note the special pot - 
head insulators employed. 

The frequency response of the dis- 
tributing network varies according to 
the proportion of open wire and lead 
cable and also with the load. but with 
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relatively simple equalization, it is pos- 
sible to obtain fairly even response to 
6,000 cycles. Methods are now being 
developed for extending the range of the 
distributing network to higher fre- 
quencies. 

SUBSCRIBER'S INSTALLATIONS 
At the subscriber's installations a 

three -way switch ( "A" program, Off, 
"B" program) is installed and this is 
used as a termination of the wiring. A 
moving -coil loudspeaker is connected to 
this switch and a volume control is in- 
corporated in the speaker. 

The normal charge for the service is 

FIG. 8 EQUIPMENT 
ROOM IN HIGHLEVEL 

STATION. 

ls. 6d. per week, on top of which the 
subscriber buys the loudspeaker (for 
cash or weekly installments) and he also 
has to buy a Post Office wireless receiv- 
ing license (10 /- per annum). No ad- 
ditional charge is made for installation 
or maintenance. 

HIGH -LEVEL WORKING 
Under certain conditions it is found 

more economical to transfer audio -fre- 
quency power from amplifying stations 
at a relatively high voltage (150 to 300 
volts maximum rms) to various trans- 
former points where the voltage is 
stepped down to the normal service level 

(35 to 45 volts rms). Water -proof 
transformer boxes containing trans- 
formers and line- testing gear are used 
at such points. Fig. 6 illustrates a typi- 
cal transformer box. 

In one particular case it was possible 
to find a suitable site where receivers 
and amplifiers could be centralized and 
three towns are now supplied from this 
point at high voltage, the only equip- 
ment used in the towns being the equip- 
ment housed in the transformer boxes. 
as shown in Fig. 6. The station building 
of this system is shown in Fig. 7 and 
the equipment room is shown in Fig. 8. 
The receivers and control gear are 
shown in the foreground while the am- 
plifier and line -testing equipment 
mounted on bays is installed behind the 
control desk. This station now has am- 
plifiers capable of an undistorted out- 
put of 1 % kw and at present serves 
over 3,000 subscribers. 

Results show that the quality of the 
programs received by Rediffusion sub- 
scribers is definitely superior to that 
received by average broadcast receivers 
and from the rapid growth of the system 
it can be predicted that eventually a 
large proportion of the listeners in 
Great Britain will receive their radio 
entertainment by Rediffusion. 

(To be continued) 

BOOR REVIEW 
PRACTICAL RADIO COMMUNI- 

CATION, by Arthur R. Nilson and 
I. L. Hornung, published by Mc- 
Graw -Hill Book Company, Inc., 330 
West 42nd Street, New York, N. Y., 
first edition, 754 pages, price $5.00. 
As the name implies, this is a prac- 

tical book covering the field of radio 
communication. This book was planned 
to meet the expanded scope of technical 
radio developments, and was written to 
provide within one volume most of the 
technical information required by the 
practical radio operator- technician. 

The authors state that "The book is 
divided roughly into two parts: Prin- 
ciples and Practice. The first six chap- 
ters are given over to principles and the 
remaining nine chapters to practice. 
High -grade technical skill is always 
founded on a sound basis of funda- 
mental principles. It has been our pur- 
pose, therefore, to go into these prin- 
ciples extensively, delving deeply into 
alternating current, which plays an im- 
portant part in modern radio. It is on 
the assumption that these principles 
have already been mastered that the 
practical sections of the book have been 
written. In fact, it is necessary that 
these principles be understood before 
the practical sections can be read in- 
telligently." 

Chapter 1, entitled "Direct- Current 
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Electricity and Magnetism," has been 
divided into three parts. The first part 
..overing "Elementary Electricity" be- 
gins with the customary electric charges 
and forces, protons, electrons, poten- 
tial, and the like, and ends with dry 
cells, the telephone receiver and trans- 
mitter. Part two discusses "Magnetism 
and Electromagnetism," covering nat- 
ural and artificial magnets, poles of a 
magnet, magnetic fields, theory of mag- 
netism, production of an electromotive 
force by a field cutting a conductor, etc. 
The third part deals with the magnetic 
circuit covering Ohm's law for the 
magnetic circuit, computations, and hys- 
teresis. 

Chapter II has been given over to 
the subject of alternating currents, the 
subjects of alternating- current genera- 
tion and transformation, inductance, ca- 
pacity, and the elements of alternating - 
current engineering each receiving their 
allotted space. 

The third chapter discusses vacuum 
tubes, their characteristics, radio -fre- 
quency amplifiers, and vacuum -tube os- 
cillators. Chapters III and IV are en- 
titled "Transmitting- Circuit Principles" 
and "Receiving- Circuit Principles," re- 
spectively. The next chapter is devoted 
to "Antennas and Wave Propagation," 
including antenna measurements and 
calculations. 

"Studio Acoustics and Apparatus" 
and "Control -Room Equipment and Op- 
eration" are the title of Chapters VII 
and VIII. Additional chapters on 
Broadcast Transmitters, Communica- 
tion Transmitters, Radio Receivers (in- 
cluding all -wave, aircraft, marine and 
police), Radio Aids to Navigation and 
Rectifier Units follow ; while the last 
two chapters in the book cover Electric 
Machines and Meters and Storage Bat- 
teries. 

Two appendices are also included. 
Appendix A gives technical informa- 
tion, charts and tables, and Appendix 
B is devoted to operating information 
of various sorts. 

While the authors have succeeded in 
making Practical Radio Communication 
a book to be recommended to the prac- 
tical radio operator- technician, they 
have also written a boak that will make 
a worthwhile addition to any radio en- 
gineer's library. 

RADIO DESIGN PRACTICE, edited 
by James Millen, with drawings by 
M. B. Sleeper, published by James 
Millen. Inc., :Malden, Mass., 260 
printed pages, looseleaf binding with 
board cover. Price $1.00. 
Radio Design Practice, First Edi- 

tion, 1935, is an unusual compilation of 
(Continued on page 13.1 
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HIGH -SPEED 
SYNCHRONOUS DISTRIBUTOR 

IT WAS THROUGH a problem faced by 
one of America's leading communica- 
tions companies that the synchronous 
distributing systems came to he evolved. 
Handling press dispatches from coast 
to coast via a series of radio stations, 
this company had found their facilities 
badly overloaded during certain periods 
of the day. The total amount of traffic 
involved could have been handled by 
steady transmission over a full daily 
period. but due to the nature of the 
material this was impossible. 

PP.OBLEMS INVOLVED 

To cite an example of the conditions 
involved. let us suppose the Chicago 
transmitter to be busy sending a play - 
by -play description of a ball game to 
San Francisco. During this time it be- 
comes necessary to send certain dis- 
patches to New York if they are to 
make their scheduled editions. Either 
transmission to San Francisco must be 
broken off, or the New York dispatches 
lost. Either way the company is losing 
the good -trill of an important customer. 

in order to solve the problem, an 
additional set of sending and receiving 
channels seemed a necessity. The tre- 
mendous expense involved in their 
erection made this solution unfeasible, 
however. as the amount of traffic they 
would have to carry would never jus- 
tify their cost. 

After much discussion it was decided 
that, as at many times the channel was 
tied up with traffic of a semi- continuous 
nature (i.e., one having momentary 
pauses. such as play -by -play descrip- 
tions or "ticker" service). advantage 
could be taken of these pauses to trans- 
mit other news. The solution involved 
the use of a high -speed synchronous 
switching system to be operated at both 
transmitting and receiving ends. Be- 
fore describing the system, however, it 
might be advantageous to review briefly 
modern methods of automatic press 
transmission and reception. 
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AUTOMATIC PRESS TRANSMISSION 

News to be transmitted is first 
"printed" as perforations on a tape by 
a machine closely resembling a type - 
writer in appearance. The perforated 
tape is then fed into an automatic trans - 
mitting machine. This machine trans- 
lates the perforations into electrical im- 
pulses which are sent out via either 
radio or wire as the case may he. At 
the receiving end the incoming signal 
is caused to actuate a relay which in 

ttirn operates the selecting mechanism 
of a printing machine. The printing 
machine thus translates the incoming 
pulses directly into typewritten char- 
acters. Standard transmission take, 
place at the rate of sixty words a 
minute. 

The fundamentals of the synchronous 
distributing system are as follows: 
Suppose the Chicago transmitter to he 
in operation and sending two sets o f 

material, one intended for reception at 
San Francisco and the other at New 
York. The operation of the tape ma- 

By PAUL von KUNITS 

Research Engineer 
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chines feeding this transmitter is con- 
trolled by a synchronous distributor 
which turns them on and off alternately 
many times per second. 

In New York and San Francisco are 
located duplicate synchronous distribu- 
tors controlling the action of the print- 
ing machines attached to their respec- 
tive receivers. The printing machine 
in San Francisco is turned on only dur- 
ing that portion of the time that the 
Chicago transmitter is being fed ma- 
terial intended for it. Similarly the 
New York machine is only allowed to 
operate during the time Chicago is 

transmitting for it. Switching takes 
place at the rate of 240 switches per 
minute. During the time a transmitting 
machine is waiting to go ahead it can 
be "piling up" characters for that frac- 
tion of a second. This tends to reduce 
the waste time caused by pauses in the 
continuity of the material being sent. 

DETAILS OF SYNCHRONIZING UNIT 

"though the idea behind the system is 

FIG. I. VIEW OF THE HIGHSPEED SYNCHRONOUS DIS1 RIBUTOR. 
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FIG. a. INTERIOR OF THE CASE. SHOWING 
GEARS AND COMMUTATORS. 

comparatively simple, the problem of 
keeping the distributors in absolute 
synchronism is most certainly not. The 
apparatus developed to answer this pur- 
pose is illustrated in Fig. 1. It con- 
sists of a motor -driven rotary switch 
arm which contacts a number of seg- 
ments in turn, one segment for each de- 
sired channel plus one smaller segment 
used for synchronization. In action the 
arm rotates continuously, turning off or 
on in turn the desired machine as it 
passes over each segment. At the com- 
pletion of one cycle and before the start 
of the next it must pass over the syn- 
chronizing segment. This causes the 
transmitter to send out a synchronizing 
pulse. At the receiving end a similar 
motor -driven switch is so arranged that 
it makes one complete revolution and 
stops on the synchronizing segment 
until released from this position by the 
next incoming synchronizing pulse. 
Thus the transmitting and receiving dis- 
tributors must each start out at exactly 
the same point. As they are both 
driven by twin synchronous motors they 
should, theoretically, both revolve at ex- 
actly the same speed and stay in perfect 
step. However. if the motors have even 
approximately the same speed it is im- 
possible for the system to get out of step 
as it is automatically re- synchronized at 
the beginning of each revolution. 

A view of the switching and syn- 
chronizing segments is shown in Fig. 2. 

OTHER APPLICATIONS 

Since its inception it has become ap- 
parent that the synchronous distributing 
system has many other applications in 
the communications field. Among other 
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things it makes available, in rapid 
rotation, as many separate transmitting 
and receiving channels as desired. In- 
cidentally, the number of channels that 
can be utilized is limited by the speed 
by which reception and transmission 
can take place and not by the distribut- 
ing system. With present -day practice 
observed, four channels are about the 
limit and the system described makes 
available that number. 

It may not at first sight be apparent 
that anything is gained by having four 
separate channels if they can be used 
only in rotation. It is true that the 
total transmission time has not been 
changed but now the same transmitter 
can feed any number of receiving cen- 
ters four separate messages at approxi- 
mately the same time. 

EXAMPLE OF APPLICATION 

Let us take the following instance as 
an example : It is two o'clock in the 
afternoon at our New York transmit- 
ting center. There is scheduled to be 
sent a play -by -play description of the 
deciding game of the World Series to 
all of the receiving centers, and nothing 
must interfere with the instant trans- 
mission of this game. However, there 
is also scheduled to be sent a play -by- 
play description of another game of 
local interest only to Kansas City. Then 
there are also a series of news events. 
of interest to Chicago and Detroit, re- 
spectively, which must be sent during 
the afternoon if they are to make the 
desired editions. Under the old system, 
all traffic but the main event, the World 
Series, would have to be shelved and 
lost. With the synchronous distribut- 
ing system in operation, all can be 
handled with ease. 

There are now available four chan- 
nels which can be distributed as desired. 
One would be made common to all re- 
ceiving points and would handle the 

SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM 
OF INDIVIDUAL STA 
TION EQUIPMENT IN 
THE THREE -WAY 
DUPLEX RADIO TELE 

GRAPH SYSTEM. 

Series. One would handle the local 
game for Kansas City, another the local 
news for Chicago, and the last the local 
news for Detroit. Instead of steady 
transmission to each point, it is main- 
tained only for one two- hundred -and 
fortieth of a minute and then lapses for 
three two -hundred- and -fortieths, repeat- 
ing this cycle. The play -by -play de- 
scriptions are not delayed in the slight- 
est as they consist of about three - 
fourths "dead time" between events. 
\Vorking the printers and receivers, on 
the local news circuits, at their normal 
rate of speed they will only be able to 
transmit one -quarter of the number of 
words they could on solid time. How- 
ever, this may be quite adequate to take 
care of this traffic which, without this 
system, would be completely lost. 

FLEXIBILITY OF SYSTEM 

Adding further to its flexibility such 
a system can be made to allow the 
transmitter to control the number and 
selection of the segments in use at the 
receiving end. This is accomplished by 
the transmission of "selecting" pulses 
at the time the brush arms are passing 
over the synchronizing segment. These 
pulses are of a distinctive frequency 
and each operates a particular time - 
delay relay at the receiving end. The 
relays cause the desired segments to be 
thrown into the circuit. I f unactuated 
by further pulses on the next cycle, they 
automatically drop out of the circuit, 
having reached the duration of their 
delay. Thus, to go back to the example 
already cited, if a news flash of great 
importance were suddenly to come 
through during the various transmis- 
sions the transmitter would send out 
pulses causing all four segments at each 
receiving point to work full time for 
the duration of the flash. This ar- 
rangement also makes it an easy matter 
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to switch in or out of the circuit any 
receiving point at choice. 

A TWO -WAY MULTIPLE SYSTEM 

Another instance of the flexibility of 
the system is its adaption to the task of 
furnishing two -way communication be- 
tween any and all of three receiving 
and transmitting points, without involv- 
ing any dead time. A schematic dia- 
gram illustrating in detail the arrange- 
ment of the equipment at an individual 
station is given in Fig. 3. Fig. 4 shows 
the relations existing between each of 
the points at a given moment. 

The only difference between the ma- 
chines used for this purpose and those 
previously described is that the rotating 
arm now carries an extra brush so that 
it contacts two segments at a time. To 
make the working of the distributor 
clearer, the segments in the diagram are 
shown in a rearranged form. 

The switch arm is the common con- 
nection for the tape printers and trans- 
mitters. All three distributors shown 
operate in synchronism. Thus, in the 
first position, Station "A" is transmit- 
ting news to Station "B" and receiving 
it from Station "C." Although Station 
"B" is transmitting news intended for 
Station "C." and Station "A" is getting 
it on the receiver it has tuned to "B's" 
wavelength, it does not print that news 
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because the printer circuit for that re- 
ceiver is open. 

When contact is made to the next 
pair of segments at Station "A," it sets 
into operation the tape printer con- 
nected to the receiver tuned to Station 
"B" and now material from this station 

will be recorded. Station "B" however, 
is now sending material intended for 
Station "A." At "C" the receiver tuned 
to "B" has been automatically discon- 
nected from its printer. During these 
times at Stations "B" and "C" similar 
actions have taken place. 

BOOK REVIEW 

(Continued from page 10) 

mechanical and electrical specifications 
of radio components and complete units. 
Your reviewer does not recall ever hav- 
ing seen anything quite like it in print. 
Mr. Millen refers to it as "An idea 
book for engineers, experimenters, and 
designers of radio and associated equip- 
ment." Certainly it should be of unend- 
ing value to the design engineer, the 
amateur and the experimenter, who re- 

'T quire precise component specifications. 
As far as possible, all drawings have 

been made one -half size. These draw- 
ings were made from the actual parts 
themselves, and care has been taken to 
assure their accuracy in order that 
dimensions not given may be scaled off. 

The First Section deals with the as- 
sembly practice of relay racks. Specifi- 
cations are given for National and 
Western Electric units. The Second 
Section deals with transmitting- and re- 
ceiving -type variable condensers. Spe- 
cifications are provided in the latter 
part of the Second Section for high - 
and low- voltage fixed condensers; paper, 
mica and electrolytic. 

Subsequent sections deal with dials. 
inductance forms, r -f chokes, coil and 
tube shields, sockets, insulators, resis- 
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tors, switches, plugs and jacks, and 
meters. Companies represented are: 
National, General Radio, Electrad, 
Aerovox, Weston, and General Electric. 

Specifications for National and Delta 
transformers and chokes are also in- 
cluded. 

The Third Section covers National, 
Western Electric, and Federal receiv- 
ers. The Fourth and Fifth Sections deal 
with Western Electric and Federal 
transmitters and speech -input equip- 
ment. The Sixth Section with special 
apparatus, such as signal generators, 
made by General Radio. 

These sections are followed by 78 
pages providing the characteristics and 
operating conditions for the complete 
line of Sylvania receiving -type tubes. 
No data are provided on transmitting 
type tubes. 

Twenty pages are given over to de- 
sign details, servicing data, etc., on the 
National HRO Communication Receiv- 
er. The last 24 pages in the book are 
National and Acme -Delta catalogue 
sheets. 

FUNDAMENTALS OF RADIO, by 
R. R. Ramsey (Professor of Physics, 
Indiana University), published by 
Ramsey Publishing Co., Bloomington. 

Indiana, second edition, 426 pages, 
price $3.50. 

Probably the most satisfactory way of 
describing the nature of this book is to 
quote from the preface to the first edi- 
tion written by R. R. Ramsey in 1929: 

"In the Fundamentals of Radio I 

have endeavored to give the basic the- 
ory of radio as it is exemplified in mod- 
ern practice. Perhaps if the funda- 
mentals were limited in number to two. 
they might be given as the resonant, or 
wave meter circuit and the three -elec- 
trode vacuum tube. This book will be 
found to be largely based on these two 
conceptions. An elementary knowledge 
of electricity, such as that usually given 
in a first course in Physics, is assumed. 
Although I have endeavored to give a 
non -mathematical treatment of the sub- 
ject, some Calculus has been introduced 
in a few sections. These mathematical 
sections have been developed and ex- 
plained in a way which I hope will be 
helpful to the non -mathematical reader. 
The text has been illustrated by a large 
number of diagrams and pictures of 
radio apparatus." 

Numerous references are given 
throughout the book and these add con- 
siderably to its completeness. Funda- 
mentals of Radio is to he recommended. 
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I_rIPR(1VINI: TILL 
CLASS B AMPLIFIER 
By D. E. REPLOGLE 

PART II 

CLASS B Arnto amplification has of late 
achieved a very popular position in the 
minds of radio design engineers for the 
securing of high audio power output. 
However, I believe too many are under 
the impression that Class B amplifica- 
tion is magic- better than anything else 
yet achieved -without realizing its defi- 
nite limitations as well as how to make 
the best use of its advantages. Class A 
at both audio and radio frequencies is 
still the ideal method of amplification 
for high fidelity and simplicity of de- 
sign, if cost and power requirements 
can be ignored. 

CLASS B STATUS 

Class B amplification with its ob- 
vious disadvantages has, because of its 
low cost per watt output as compared 
with Class A, been able to outstrip the 
use of Class A for the same purpose. 
The fact that it has done so is to my 
mind a very definite tribute to design 
engineers who, forced by cost competi- 
tion, have had to make the best out of 
what inherently was a difficult and poor 
method of securing large audio output. 
Such has been the case, however. and 
today, thanks to transformer -design 
engineers who have pioneered this diffi- 
cult field -thanks to the circuit men of 
the tube manufacturers and to the skill 
of the transmitter design engineers - 
Class B audio amplification has taken 
its place for high quality and reliable 
performance right alongside of Class 
A operation. 

The purpose of this article is to 
clarify the requirements for properly 

F16. 1 CLASS 8 CIRCUIT REFERRED TO IN 
TEXT, 
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designed Class B output stages and to 
solve a specific problem which makes 
use of the new 930B tubes introduced 
on the market a year or more ago, but 
which have not been given the attention 
they deserve in the particular amplifica- 
tion field for which they were designed. 

The 9308 tabe, around which is based 
the 'Class 8 amplifier design covered in 

this article. 

Most of the material found in this 
article is not entirely new, but to re- 
view it and apply it to the use of these 
excellent tubes will undoubtedly be a 
help to the design engineer who intends 
to use them for this purpose. 

There are three elements necessary 
for a satisfactory Class B set -up: 

1. The use of proper circuits. 
2. The all- important transformers - 

input and output. 
3. Properly designed tubes for the 

purpose. 

I- PROPER CIRCUITS 

The circuit illustrated by Fig. 4 is 
indeed a simple one. The main consid- 
erations in this circuit are the plate and 
grid power supplies. Much has been said 
about the necessity of good regulation 
of plate power supplies. This is ex- 
tremely important -an argument for 
this does not need to be repeated here. 

Good regulation on the grid supply is 
as important as good filtering for high 
fidelity in Class B circuits. A study of 
tube characteristics you will have under 
Class B operating conditions shows 
plainly that the grid bias voltage must 

be held constant in order that the plate 
characteristics of the tube will be 
linear through the part of the cycle 
when the tube is working. The penalty 
for not securing exceptional regulation 
in the grid -bias supply is distortion due 
to the high harmonic content in the 
output. 

To anyone designing or building a 
Class B audio stage, this question of 
regulation in both plate and grid sup- 
plies cannot be emphasized too greatly 
-it is far better to err on the side of 
exceptionally good regulation than 
otherwise. Some of the most important 
features in a satisfactory power- supply 
unit for Class B stages can he sum- 
marized briefly here: 

If a rectifier filter system is used these 
precautions should be observed : The 
final filter condenser should not be less 
than 8 mfd in the grid unit and the 
bleeder should be so low as to draw sev- 
eral hundred milliamperes. The trans- 
former voltage can be low and it should 
have fairly good regulation to start 
with. The rectifier tube itself is very 
important -neither the 83 nor the 5Z3 
tubes are good for two reasons : First, 
neither of them can supply the current 
peak demanded for a high -power audio 
system such as will be described and 
second, because both of these tubes have 
a much higher tube drop than is desir- 
able and which can be secured by using 
other more satisfactory rectifiers. 

Fortunately the type 866 rectifier is 
available and while it may seem a little 
large for the purposes required in this 
type of circuit, it is certainly best to use 
a tube of this type to take care of the 
peaks required. These tubes can be 
secured at a reasonable price and it is 
a wise designer who uses these tubes 
at the outset for his plate and grid 
voltage supply units. 

The grid supply can be taken front 
batteries, of course, but here again the 
charging current through these batteries 
will vary the voltage and cause trouble. 
If they are to be used, provision should 
be made for cell -by -cell variation to 
maintain the bias constant at the proper 
setting. 

Motor generators are satisfactory if 
one can overlook their high cost and 
maintenance. They must, of course, be 
used with an adequate filter which 
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should be of a very similar design to 
that used with the conventional rectifier 
circuits. 

2- CORRECT TRANSFORMERS 

Here lies the heart of the Class B 
system. Almost everything depends 
upon the transformer design. Every- 
one is thinking and designing for high 
fidelity these days and many of them do 
not know what this means electrically, 
but they do know that it means faithful 
reproduction at the output of what is 
put in. Too often we stress the secur- 
ing of a flat frequency response. Often 
this can be secured at low power levels 
where it is easy to measure, but even 
if the frequency response holds up fairly 
well at high power levels the fidelity of 
the system may he poor due to occur- 
rence of harmonics. This accounts for 
what is sometimes considered a mys- 
terious poor quality that is often 
secured from some transformers that 
show an excellent frequency response 
curve. 

In a Class B audio transformer. the 
largest single source of distortion is 
usually the mismatching of impedance 
through an error of design or adjust- 
ment. Unfortunately we cannot see 
such an error in the technical data ac- 
companying the transformer we buy, 
but if possible we should have the 
chance to check such transformers be- 
fore actually putting them in service. 
Quite frequently transformers are sent 
out without individual calibration and 
the curves supplied are for the average 
of that type and may depart consider- 
ably from the curve of the individual 
transformer under consideration. Quite 
a number of other things may also enter 
into the situation. The transformer 
may be constructed of iron in which the 
characteristics are subject to change 
t: ith sudden shock or jar, such as drop- 
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ping on a concrete floor. and even the 
transformers when individually cali- 
brated may be supplied with curves 
taken under conditions which do not 
correspond with those that are encoun- 
tered in actual use. Many a good 
transformer under light loading will 
look good but when actually loaded to 
the peak as it would be in the circuit 
where it is to be used, shows an en- 
tirely different characteristic. Too 
often the winding of transformers has 
been badly bungled and has spoiled an 
otherwise excellent Class B stage and 
for this reason it is highly desirable to 
buy transformers put out by reputable 
manufacturers for use with tubes of 
given power outputs. The reputation 
of the manufacturer is your main re- 
liance for correct performance of that 
transformer when used under conditions 
for which it was built. 

INPUT TRANSFORMERS 

The input transformer should prefer- 
ably be for the Class A stage. and while 

it is a push -pull transformer. pre- 
cautions should be taken that it is loaded 
by resistors having values between 
50,000 and 1110.0(X1 ohms. Care should 
br taken that the preceding amplifier 
has enough gain to swing the grids 
under normal conditions. Two 210 
tubes in push -pull Class A or two type 
59s are very satisfactory for the driv- 
ing stage. -l'he 45s and 47s have too 
-stall a capacity to be satisfactory. 

This loading will often cure some of 
the poor quality found in operating a 
('lass B stage. 

I f it (lass B input transformer is to 
be used for driving the 930B tubes, the 
saute precautions that should be ob- 
served in the power Class B stage are 
important, namely: 

Good regulation of the line load. 
l'roper excitation of grids. 
Proper matching of transformers to 

output. 

OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS 

The output transformer is a more 
difficult task. It must combine the half - 
wave set to its primary from each of 
the two Class B tubes and from them 
build a complete waveform (see the 
oscillograms ). Usually it is called on 
to do this with direct current flowing 
through its windings to a load such as 
a modulated Class C tube. It must also 
transfer the load impedance to sonic 
other value, which would be correct for 
the Class B tubes when working at a 
given level. It is readily appreciated 
that the iron of the core must go 
through many electrical gyrations not 
encountered in ordinary transformer 
design, so it is very necessary that the 
core be ample if flat response down to 
30 cycles is wanted with an output of 
200 watts. The transformer considered 
in this circuit can be used with 150 
milliamperes of d -c flowing through the 
secondary. This would supply only 125 
watts to a ('I,Is,. C r -f tube working at 

1.000 volts. 

A n A 
CURRENT OUT- 75WATT LEVEL 

GRID CURRENTA;, - 

INPUT VOLTAGE 
s 

-630-5 CLASSe-PUsH PULL 
FREO 400, 
E. DOVAC. 

e- IOOO 
4.-33 V D. C. 

PLATE LOAO10000OHN;PLATE TO PLA 

FIG. 6. OSCILLOGRAPH IC CURVES. 75-WATT LEVEL. USING CIRCUIT OF FIG 
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FIG. 7. CURVES SHOWING INPUT AND OUT. 
PUT POWER. PLATE AND GRID CURRENT. 
PERCENTAGE DISTORTION AND PLATE EFFI- 

CIENCY. 

Naturally %%e would like to increase 
the current of the 930Bs to something 
near 200 mils. It would seem as though 
we could then modulate 400 watts d -c 

with our 200 watts of audio. Unfortu- 
nately, this really can be done, but the 

possibility of the Class C tube being 
modulated in a linear manner is small. 
A much more satisfactory scheme is to 
assume that the 200 audio watts will 
probably modulate 300 watts d -c and the 

output transformer secondary need only 
carry 150 mils. True, a pair of 930B 

tubes can deliver the 200 audio watts. 
It is just not good practice to run a 

modulator wide open. 
A very satisfactory design for Class 

B input and output transformers ap- 

pears at the end of this article. These 

are the transformers used in obtaining 
the oscillographic curves of Figs. 5 

and 6. 

TUBE CHARACTERISTICS 

The reasons why the 930B is an ex- 
cellent Class B modulating tube are as 

follows: 
1. It has high amplification factor. 
2. It has more than ample filament 

emission. 
3. It has moderate plate resistance to 

facilitate transformer construction. 
4. It is a three- element tube and has 

no screen or suppressor grid volt- 
ages to worry about as in some of 
the pentode tubes. and, of course. 
it is simpler to utilize and will give 
better results with less effort. 

ILLUSTRATIONS 

Fig. 5 shows the actual oscillographic 
curves made with a G.E. multi -strength 
instrument of input voltage and output 
voltage at 400 cycles with an output 
level of 200 using the circuit shown in 
Fig. 4 and the transformers mentioned 
in this article. 
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FIG. b. CURVES SHOWING PLATE LOSS AND 
PLATE EFFICIENCY. 

The total percentage distortion at 
200 watts may be as high as 11 percent 
but the quality is considered quite good 
for amateur work. 

Fig. 6 shows the same tubes in the 
same circuit with a 75 -watt level and at 

this level the harmonic distortion is ap- 
proximately 4 percent which is better 
than most broadcast audio equipment. 

Curves showing the power in, power 
out, plate current, grid current, per- 
centage of distortion and plate efficiency 
are given in Fig. 7. The power output 
with various output load resistances for 
these tubes is also given in Fig. 7. 

Plate loss and plate efficiency are 
given in Fig. 8. 

Fig. 9 shows output with varying 
plate impedances. 

Fig. 10 shows actual frequency re- 
sponse curve run under full -load condi- 
tions using 930B tubes in the circuit 
shown. It will be noted that this curve 
will do credit to most high -quality 
broadcast stations of today and shows 
the type of high -fidelity output which 

Frequency in Cycles per Sec. 

FIG. 10. FREQUENCY- RESPONSE CURVE - 
CLASS 8 MODULATION TRANSFORMER. 9.108 
PUSH -PULL INTO 20.000 -OHM LOAD: POWER. 

100 WATTS. 

PORCI OUTM-L040" 
C11A0CTCMIlIIü161a 

.10 y- noa.sF. 
c,. CO. DC 

y--ar cc 

« cL.ar e 

0110.400.1. 

CcOOM 

FIG. 4. CURVES SHOWING OUTPUT WITH 
VARYING PLATE IMPEDANCES. 

can be obtained with these tubes at 100 

watts power. 
From these curves very complete in- 

formation can be had on the use of this 
tube in any Class B circuit. 
ADJUSTMENT OF THE CLASS B STAGE 

The meters of a Class B audio stage 
are not present for decorative purposes. 
They are essential in both adjustment 
and operation. 

The use of the meters can best be 

shown by example. Let us therefore 
assume a 930B working at 1,000 volts 
plate and -33 volts grid bias, with a 

steady sinusoidal a -c input to the grid, 
sufficient to produce a 150 -watt output 
from the pair. This requires (as the 
curves of Fig. 9 show) 200 volts rms 
on the grids -measured grid -to -grid 
between the two 930B tubes. 

At this point the first meter enters in. 
We must be able to measure the a -c 

voltage applied to the Class B grids; 
otherwise, we are pawing around in the 
dark. Unlike Class A grid circuits, we 
are here dealing with moderate im- 
pedances, hence there is no harm in 

I connecting a rectifier -type voltmeter 
across the circuit. It had best have a 

range of 0 -300 volts. The meter cali- 
brated as a volume indicator or as a 

modulation meter, the procedure being 
fairly obvious. In any case, make a red 
mark on the scale to show where the 
fidelity becomes unsatisfactory, as 

shown by a listening test made by a 

close observer. 
From the conditions given the two 

Class B tubes should be "looking into" 
a 10,000 -ohm load, as shown by Fig. 6. 

More precisely, they should be working 
into a transformer which is not only 
capable of combining their half -wave 
contributions into a whole -wave output. 
but which also has the proper ratio of 
secondary to primary turns so that the 
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actual secondary load looks like 10,000 
ohms when seen from the primary side. 
Under these conditions (with the 200 
volts of steady a -c still applied to the 
grids) the meter Mal (Fig. 4) should 
read 30 ma for the two grids together, 
and the meter Ma2 should read 260 ma 
for the two plates together. These 
values are taken from Fig. 7. 

Suppose that instead we have the 
tubes looking into an excessive im- 
pedance, for example -20,000 ohms. 
With the same driving voltage the grid 
current will now be 50 ma and the plate 
current 165 ma. Whenever the im- 
pedance of the load is too high, through 
error in either the transformer or the 
load, the plate currents will be too low. 
the grid current too high, as judged 
by the curves of Fig. 7. Without such 
curves it is difficult to know how proper 
adjustment is to be made. The infor- 
mation here given for the 930B makes 
the job easy in that case. 

On the other hand, suppcise that the 
tubes "see" only 7,500 ohms, because 
either the load or the transformer is 
wrong. We now find that the grid 
meter Mal reads but 25 ma while the 
plate supply meter Ma2 reads 270 ma. 
This gives us Rule No. 2. Whenever 
the load seen by the tubes has too low 
an impedance through error in either 
load or output transformer, the plate 
supply current will be higher and the 

Ai 
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Fig. I I. Winding Form: 7 /t "s 11/4". Core 
Insulation: One layer .015" Armite; four 
layers .005" Gum Kraft, cut 11/4" wide. Pri- 
mary and Secondary Windings: Four 750 - 
turn coils, No. 34E, split- wound, series con- 
nected, center taps; wind 63 turns per 
layer, 12 layers per coil. Interwinding 
Insulation: One layer .0015" Glassine 
paper, cut %" wide. Primary- Secondary 
Insulation: One layer .01" Micanite, two 
layers .005" Gum Kraft, cut 11/4" wide. 
Outside Insulation: Five layers .005" Gum 
Kraft, cut 11/4" wide. Leads: No. 24 

Candid, 6" long. 
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rectified grid current lower than the 
proper values shown in the curves of 
Fig. 7. 

OUTPUT POWER AND OVERLOAD 

Unfortunately there is no such posi- 
tive and simple indication of overload 
as is found in Class A work. Further- 
more, we are not assured of any par- 
ticular output power just because we 
know the grid swing, as shown by the 
grid voltmeter. 

The tests given above enable us to 
make proper impedance adjustments 
with a steady input tone, but no longer 
apply directly when we are using an 
unsteady sound like speech or music. 

Violent leaps of the grid- current 
meter are suspicious, as is a failure of 
the plate meter to rise when spoken to. 
'l'hese facts may be used to locate over- 
load for transient sounds. Speaking at 
an even level, advance the gain control 
slowly. The grid and plate meters 
obediently start upward and for a time 
continue to rise fairly evenly. Quite 
suddenly the plate meter hesitates, and 
at the same moment the grid meter be- 
comes excited. and advances rapidly or 
jumps, depending somewhat on the 
speech used. This is definitely an over- 
load condition. back down until it dis- 
appears. 

If the load impedance is too high the 
effect just mentioned appears early in 
this rough test. exactly as one would 
judge from Fig. 6. which shows the 
impossibility of putting much power in- 
to a high -impedance load. 

TRANSFORMER DATA 

In regard to the audio input and out- 
put transformers mentioned above. 
much could be said about transformer 
design. This data is given simply for 
information on a typical transformer 
which has been built and given the re- 
sults mentioned above. 

INPUT TRANSFORMER D -I3 
Core Data: 
Material- Alleghany Dynamo Spe- 

cial 25 B&S Gauge. 
Laminations -LE -2' stacked 1% inch 

thick and interleaved. This core is held 
together with No. 6 -32 x 144 inch brass 
bolts on each corner and in the center. 
i See Fig. 111. 

The windings of this transformer are 
rather unique and real effort has been 
successfully made to reduce the leakage 
reactance and distributed capacity to a 

minimum -it being readily realized that 
these two factors caused most of the 
distortion in transformer design. To 
secure this result, the primary and sec- 
ondary have been interleaved and the 
transformer coils have been wound in 
two layers as shown in the sketch. 
Notes on wire sizes, method of wind- 
ing, method of insulation are given on 
the sketch. 

Fig. 12. Winding Form: 11h" s 21/4 ". Core 
Insulation: One layer .015" Armite, one 
layer .01" Micanite, two layers .005" Gum 
Kraft, cut 2- 15/16" wide. Primary Wind- 
ing: Four 835 -turn coils, No. 30E, spl,t- 
wound, series connected, center taps; wind 
104 turns per layer, 8 layers per coil. 
Secondary Winding: Two 2360 -turn coils, 
No. 29E, series connected, bottom coil 
tapped at end, top coil tapped at 980 
turns from start. Interwinding Insulation: 
One layer .0015" Glassine, cut 1- 15/32" 
wide. Primary- Secondary Insulation: One 
layer .01" Micanite, one layer .005" Gum 
Kraft, cut 2- 15/16" wide. Outside Insula- 
tion: Two layers .01" Micanite, two layers 
.005" Gum Kraft, cut 2. 15/16" wide. 

Leads: No. 24 Candid, 6" long. 

The coils should be baked two hours 
at a temperature of from 180° to 200° 
F, and they should then be dipped while 
hot into a heated beeswax compound 
and boiled to remove air pockets. Let 
the coil cool to room temperature and 
again clip in heated beeswax compound 
and cool. 

Laminations are then stacked in the 
coil. Bolt and clamp laminations at the 
four corners. using a stiff metal pack- 
ing across the two ends of the trans- 
former. Any appropriate transformer 
case can be used. or terminals of the 
transformer can be brought to an in- 
sulated board held on the core clamp 
bolts. The whole transformer should 
then be dipped in an insulation com- 
pound to hold the laminations in place 
and prevent moisture from entering the 
windings. (Mitchell -Rand Compound 
No. 2438). 

OUTPUT TRANSFORMER D -18 

Notes on the winding are given in 
Fig. 12. Preparation of the coil is the 
same as that for the input transformer 
D -13. 

While the above transformer data 
may be somewhat complicated; the ex- 
ceptionally fine audio response curve, 
however, is a result of these complica- 
tions and where needed. the work in- 
volved will he justified wherever these 
transformers are used. 
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IMPEDANCE MATCHING 

IN PRACTICALLY all types of communica- 
tions circuits one is confronted with the 
problem of connecting a circuit of one 
impedance to a circuit of a different im- 
pedance. The most advantageous 
method of accomplishing this is often 
left to the discretion of the engineer on 
the job. Certain circuits must be coupled 
in a ridgidly prescribed manner, while 
others may be coupled in a variety of 
ways. 

REASONS FOR IMPEDANCE MATCHING 

There are two important reasons why 
impedances should be properly matched. 
The first is a matter of maximum power 
transfer. In Fig. 1a a generator of 
emf, E, and internal resistance RG is 
feeding power to the load resistance R,,. 
The current flowing in the circuit is 
given by, 

E I= 
R0-FRL 

The power in the load resistance is, 
E RL 

I' Rt. = (1) 
(Ro -1- RL)' 

If equation (1) is differentiated with re- 
spect to RL and then maximized, it can 
be shown that the maximum power 
transfer is obtained when RG 

This same procedure can be extended to 
the general case of Fig. lb, where RG 

and RL are replaced by the impedances 
Za and ZL. In this case the maximum 
power transfer occurs when Z and Z,, 
are conjugates. That is. when Xa - X,,. If the phase angle is fixed, the 

FUNCTIONAL CIRCUITS. EXPLAINED IN TEXT. 
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Fig. 2 

L TYPE RESISTANCE NETWORK. 

maximum power transfer takes place 
when the magnitudes of Z. and Z,, are 
equal. 

When the sending and receiving im- 
pedances are not equal, a loss takes 
place due to reflection. This reflection 
loss will be discussed later in more de- 
tail. 

The second reason why impedances 
should be matched is that many com- 
munication circuits will not function 
properly if they do not work into cor- 
rect impedances. Thus if an amplifier 
designed to work into an impedance of 
500 ohms, is connected to an impedance 
of 75 ohms, it will not have the proper 
load coupled into its plate circuit. This 
will usually cause distortion, and in 
some cases overloading. In this case 
it is necessary to match the output im- 
pedance of the amplifier to the load to 
which it is to be connected. This proc- 
ess may introduce considerable loss 
which will be tolerated only because 
distortion has been avoided. Many com- 
munication circuits such as mixers, tele- 
phone lines, speaker systems. etc., re- 
quire impedance matching for their 
proper operation. In most cases the im- 
pedances to be matched can, for en- 
gineering purposes, be considered as 
pure resistances. This assumption 
greatly simplifies the calculations and 
matching circuits. 

RESISTIVE NETWORKS 

There have been numerous articles 
in the current literature covering re- 
sistive networks very completely *. 
Therefore only the essential elements 

'The Design of Pads -L. IV. Barnett-COMMUNI- 
CATION AND BROADCAST ENGINEERING, Feb. 1935. 

The Design of Resistance Pads -C. F. Nordica 
-Radio Engineering, Dec. 1934. 

Designing Resistive Attenuating Networks -P. K. 
McElroy -Prot. I.R.E., Mar. 1935. 

By T. W. KILMER, JR. 

necessary for impedance matching will 
be discussed here. Resistive networks 
make good impedance -matching devices 
provided that a loss can be tolerated in 
that part of the circuit. They are in- 
expensive, and can usually be built 
quickly from spare parts. They have a 
flat frequency response which is an ad- 
vantage for most work. 

The L -type network, shown in Fig. 2, 
is about the simplest and cheapest meth- 
od of matching two impedances. With 
the correct values of R, and R :. the gen- 
erator impedance and load impedance 
both see impedances equal to their own. 
Thus, there is no reflection loss. The 
series resistor R, should point toward 
the largest terminal impedance. 

1f we assume that the terminal im- 
pedances ZG and Z,, are both pure re- 
sistances, then, 

R. = \/Zo(Za - ZL) (2) 
Za ZL 

R. - (3) 
VZ0(Zo - ZL) 

The insertion loss introduced by this 
network can be calculated from. 

Zo 
K=-Za +--1 (4) 

ZL ZL 

\\-here the loss in db is given by, 
Loss in db = 20 Log., K (4') 

An inspection of equation (4) shows 
that the insertion loss for an impedance- 
matching network of this type is a func- 
tion of the terminal impedances. Thus, 
once these values are fixed. the loss is 
also fixed for a correct match. L-type 
networks may be used as attenuators 
with practically any desired insertion 
loss, but in this case the impedance 
match is in one direction only. 

T -, H -. O -. and >r - type. both 
balanced and unbalanced, resistive net- 
works give a controllable insertion loss 
and impedance match in both directions. 
The design of these types is fully cov- 
ered in the references given in the foot- 
note. 

EXAMPLE 

It is desired to connect an amplifier 
whose load impedance is 5000 ohms to 
a speaker system whose impedance is 
50 ohms. (Fig. 3a). 
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AT AUDIO FREQUENCIES 

From equations (2) and (3) 
R, = V5000 (5000- 50) = 4975 ohms 

5000 X 50 
R, = = 50.25 ohms 

V5000 (5000-50) 
The insertion loss of such a network 

is, from equations (4) and (4'), 
Loss in db = 20 Log,. 

rr15000 5000 

L 50 50 -1 =26dn 

Fig. 3a then becomes 3h. 

That an impedance match does exist 
in this circuit is proven as follows, 

Let Z, = Impedance to right of 
A-B 

( Fig. 3a) Let Z2= Impedance to left of 
C -D 

Then, 
50.25 X 50 

Z, =4975 + =5000.1 ohms 
50.25 + 50 

50.25 (4975 + 5000) 
Z2= = 50.0 ohms 

4975 + 50.25 + 50 

TRANSFORMERS 

Another method of matching im- 
pedances is by the use of transformers. 
This method has certain advantages 
over the resistive networks which will 
become apparent as the discussion con- 
tinues. There are also disadvantages, 
such as higher cost and limited fre- 
quency range over which the imped- 
ance match holds. 

In Fig. 4a, a generator G with in- 
ternal impedance Z0, is connected to the 

5000 
Ohms 

50 
Ohms 

vvvvv 
4975 Ohms 

5000 50.25 
Ohms Ohms 

b 

Fig.3 

TYPICAL CIRCUIT REQUIREMENT AND ITS 
SOLUTION. SEE TEXT. 
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load impedance ZL through the trans- 
former, 

RP = Resistance of primary winding 
Re = Resistance of secondary winding 
Ir = Primary current 
I. = Secondary current 
Le = Inductance of primary winding 
L. = Inductance of secondary winding 
M = Mutual inductance of primary and 

secondary 
N.= Number of turns on primary 
Na = Number of turns on secondary 

For the purpose of this analysis it is 
sufficient to assume Z,, and Z,, to be pure 
resistances. The power in the primary 
circuit is then 

Ie' (Zo + Rr) 
the power in the secondary circuit is 

IR' (ZL + RR) . 

As the efficiency of a good transformer 
is very high. we have, 

Ir' (Za + RP) = Iei' (ZL + R) 
I,.' ZL +Rs 

Is' Zo +I:r 
If we assume 

Rs «Z,, and R. «Zo 
then. 

But 
IP' 

( 
Ns l / 

Therefore. 
Z,. / NR 

Z. 
11`\ 

N. 
It can be shown that a transformer 

circuit, such as that of Fig. 4a, can be 
replaced by the equivalent T- network 
of Fig. 4b. Here RR and Z,, have 
been replaced by their equivalents. The 
inductances (1 -K') L,. represent the 
leakage inductances of the primary and 
secondary windings. 

If K' =1, and 
Rs «ZL« "Le, and R,«Z0 «wL. , 

then Fig. 4b may be replaced by the 
circuit of Fig. 4c. From equation (5) 

N . 
Z.= Z,. l Z..' 

NR / 
Thus there is a match between the 

sending and receiving impedances. 
Furthermore, the loss accompanying the 
match is negligible. Instead of using a 
resistive network in the previous ex- 

(5) 

TRANSFORMER- COUPLED CIRCUIT AND ITS 
EQUIVALENTS. 

ample, a transformer with the following 
turns ratio could have been used. 

From equation (5), 
Zo 5000 

(Nr 
ZL 50 NR 

N. -= V100 = 10 
NR 

N.= 10 Ns 

A transformer with a turns ratio of 
10:1 will match these two impedances 
provided the following two conditions 
are approximately fulfilled: These con- 
ditions are perfectly general and apply 
for any other two impedances being 
matched. 

and. 

NM = VXP XR 

orK' =1 
X,. = Primary reactance 
X = Secondary reactance 
X = Mutual reactance 
K' = Coefficient of coupling 

(6) 

XM »» VZo ZL (7) 

If the impedances to be matched are 
large, the relation 7 will not be approxi- 
mated, unless the mutual reactance of 
the transformer is also large. This 
means a liberal use of core material and 
plenty of turns. When matching low 
impedances, the resistance of the trans- 
former windings should be kept very 
low, otherwise R. and R cannot he 
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neglected and the circuit of Fig. 4c will 
not be realized. With a given trans- 
former, the range of impedances which 
can be matched is limited. That the 
square of the turns ratio should equal 
the impedance ratio is not the only re- 
quirement. Relations 6 and 7, together 
with the above mentioned restrictions, 
must also apply. When matching im- 
pedances, there is no equality between 
the terminal impedances and the im- 
pedances of the transformer windings. 
The requirement is that the impedances 
of the windings should be large com- 
pared to the terminal impedances. 

The frequency range over which an 
impedance match holds is limited. At 
low frequencies the mutual reactance 
decreases and, therefore, relation 7 does 
not hold true. At high frequencies the 
leakage reactance increases and the in- 
ternal capacity of the windings causes 
trouble. The frequency range of a 
transformer can be extended over the 
entire audio spectrum provided that 
ideal conditions are closely approxi- 
mated. 

IDEAL TRANSFORMER 

An ideal transformer would have a 
linear frequency response, and would 
have the following characteristics: 
1. R,. and R, equal to zero. 
2. Finite ratio of primary to secondary 

inductance, but infinite primary and 
secondary inductance. 

3. Coefficient of coupling. K', equal to 
unity. 

4. No internal capacity. 
Such characteristics can be approxi- 

mated to a very high degree in a well 
designed audio transformer. Number 
1 is approximated if RP and R, are 
small compared to Z. and Z. Number 
2 can be satisfied for all practical pur- 
poses if 

WM » '/ZGZL. 
This is obtained by using a large num- 
ber of turns of wire wound on a core 
made of high permeability material. 
Number 3 is closely approximated if a 
high permeability core is used and the 
windings so placed that practically all 
the flux from one coil links that of the 
other coil. Number 4 can be approxi- 
mated, but not as closely as the others, 
by proper arrangement of the windings 
and leads. 

Transformers with these character- 
istics, and suitable for a wide range of 
audio frequencies can be obtained from 
reliable manufacturers. There are many 
transformers on the market intended for 
audio -frequency circuits which do not 
meet these requirements. Therefore, 
care should be exercised in selecting 
transformers for audio -frequency cir- 
cuits. The use of a poorly designed 
transformer can ruin the operation of 
an otherwise well designed circuit. 
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IMPEDANCE RATIOS PLOTTED AGAINST DS 
LOSS. 

REFLECTION LOSS 

When two circuits of different im- 
pedances are coupled together directly, 
a loss occurs which is proportional to 
the impedance mismatch. This is known 
as reflection loss. If the loss can be 
tolerated, and if distortion is not a fac- 
tor to be considered, then no impedance 
matching is necessary. In communica- 
tion work, usually distortion cannot be 
permitted, and impedance matching 
must be accomplished. The reflection 
loss can be calculated as follows. 

Loss in db = 20 Log,oK, (8) 

Where K, is the ratio of the current 
which would flow if the impedances 
were properly matched to the current 
which is actually flowing. 

Let. I, = Current which would flow 
with proper match. 

I, = Current actually flowing. 

Referring to Fig. lb, we have, 
E j 7_G E 

h =- = 
2 ZG ZG V4 ZG Z,. 

Where, 
ZG Np Ratio of transformer nee- 

= essary to accomplish im- 
Z,. N, pedance match. 

E 
I, = 

Z0 + Z,. 
and 

I, Zo + Z,. 
K, = = (9) 

I, OZ. Z, 
Fig. 5 is plotted from equation (8) for 

impedance ratios from 1 to 1000. Z, 
and Z, are the terminal impedances. 
whose ratio is kept greater than unity 
by placing the one with largest magni- 
tude in the numerator. 

If in the example given above, the 
amplifier had been connected directly 
to the speaker system. the reflection loss 
would be, 

Loss in db = 20 Log,,. 
\ 

5000 + 50 \ 

'/4 X 5000 X 50 
= 14 db. 

When these two circuits are connected 
by a resistive network, a loss of 26 db 
results. In this case the amplifier would 
operate with the correct load, and no 
distortion would result. The price paid 
for this quality is 26 -14 =12 db. 
Were the amplifier and speaker con- 

nected thro.ugh a good matching trans- 
former, the distortion would be elim- 
inated and practically no loss introduced 
in the circuit. 

Resistive networks can be used for 
impedance matching provided the loss 
they introduce can be tolerated. The 
problem of deciding between resistive 
networks and transformers for imped- 
ance matching is largely economic and 
should be solved by the individual to fit 
his needs. 

BROADCASTING DEVELOPMENTS 
IN SOUTH AFRICA 

BROADCASTING DEVELOPMENTS in South 
Africa over the past year have been 
extensive. The decision to remove 
broadcasting from private control and 
set up an organization similar to that 
under which the service is conducted in 
Great Britain is the outstanding de- 
velopment. 

Under the African Broadcasting 
Company the number of licensed listen- 
ers have increased from 17,000, four 
years ago, to over 100,000, at the pres- 
ent time. 

Broadcasting studios with modern 
equipment have recently been put into 
service at Capetown and Durban, and 
Johannesburg has under construction in 
its new "Broadcast House," the most 
ambitious radio building in Africa. It 
is 8 stories high with 13 studios, all 
with the most modern layout. Tele- 
phone lines connect the building with 
all the important entertainment places 
in the city. 

The buoyant economic situation in 
South Africa, particularly at Johannes- 
burg and vicinity, owing to the high 
price of gold, resulted in a greatly in- 
creased demand for radio equipment 
and receivers, of which American 
manufacturers enjoyed a large share. 
(Commercial Attache Samuel H. Day, 
Johannesburg, in Electrical Foreign 
Trade Notes.) 

TELEVISION IN THE UNITED 
KINGDOM 

IN THE HOUSE Of Commons it was 
stated that, although no date could be 
announced when the broadcast of tele- 
vision might begin the "Baird Tele- 
vision Company and the Marconi M. 
E. I. Television Company have been 
invited to tender for the supply of the 
necessary apparatus for the operation 
of their respective systems" at the sta- 
tion which had been chosen at the 
Alexandra Palace. It was also stated 
that the Television Advisory Commit- 
tee have satisfied themselves that re- 
ceivers can be constructed capable of 
receiving both sets of transmissions 
without unduly complicated or expen- 
sive adjustment. (Counselor of Embassy 
Ray Atherton, London, Electrical For- 
eign Trade .Notes.) 
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Suipvrheterodyne A Cristal 
1 Fixed-Tane /o/irr /teceirrr irilh Crystal 

Stabilized ('onrNrxion Oscillator 

EXPERIENCE OVER a number of years 
with tuned radio -frequency receivers in 
police mobile use has pointed the way 
towards a new set design with major 
improvements. There are several radio 
services in which a fixed -tune receiver 
is necessary : and which, in addition, 
require that the receiver operate with- 
out attention for extended periods of 
time. 

Notable among such services is police 
radio, embodying a multiplicity of re- 
ceiving units in fixed locations and in 
vehicles, all tuned to one central trans- 
mitter. Other services, such as air- 
craft and aeronautical, point -to -point 
telegraph and telephone, etc., might be 
mentioned as examples. 

LACK OF STABILITY 

The full advantages of the super- 
heterodyne method of reception cannot 
generally be realized in such applica- 
tions. It will be found that a receiver 
designed and adjusted for a high order 
of selectivity will not stay on tune. The 
distortion that can be caused by a se- 
lective receiver, when slightly off tune. 
is tremendous: and the better the 
selectivity the worse will be the recep- 
tion when peaked off the edge of the 
channel. For this reason it has been 

By G. F. LAMPKIN 

LAMPKIN LABORATORIES 

Bradenton, Florida 

customary to use tuned radio- frequency 
sets in services where the requirements 
are exacting. Such superheterodynes as 
have been used have of necessity been 
broadly tuned, with characteristics but 
slightly better than those of a good tuned 
r -f set. 

THE CURE 

A partial cure can be found in the 
use of air -tuned intermediate -frequency 
transformers. It will be partial only, 
since as a rule the chief source of drift 
is in the conversion oscillator. An obvi- 
ous remedy is to stabilize the conversion 
oscillator by means of a quartz crystal. 

Crystal superheterodyne receivers of 
the type to be described have been built 
and installed on mobile units by the 
radio engineering force of the Cincin- 
nati police department. Previous to pro- 
duction on the receivers, an original 
design model operated over 14 months 
in actual, continuous, police service on 
a patrol wagon without requiring atten- 
tion of any sort. It ran up a record 
which had not terminated at the time 
of observation. 

FEATURES 

Salient features of the crystal super- 
heterodyne, some of them more par- 
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FIG. I. FRONT VIEW 
OF THE CRYSTAL SU. 
PERHETERODYNE PO. 

LICE RECEIVER 

ticularly applicable to police mobile use, 
include a very high order of selectivity. 
The entire receiver can be very sharply 
peaked on the station frequency and it 
will hold the adjustments indefinitely. 
The use of the quartz crystal conversion 
oscillator is directly responsible, and, 
to a lesser degree, the inclusion of high - 
grade circuit parts. .An immediate re- 
sult is the appreciable reduction in ap- 
parent noise level. In a large city there 
are numerous locations, such as along 
busy streets and under car lines, where 
a patrolman must develop "tin ears" in 
order to stand the racket issuing from 
the loudspeaker. In such locations the 
difference between the noise outputs of 
a crystal superheterodyne and an equally 
sensitive tuned r -f set is not a small 
quantity detectable on measuring in- 
struments. It is at once apparent to 
any listener. 

In addition to noise reduction, the 
increased selectivity tends toward elimi- 
nation of crosstalk from the adjacent 
police channels. Crosstalk from police 
stations other than the local, but operat- 
ing on the same assigned frequency, 
is, of course, inevitable; but that which 
can be heard on some older types of 
receivers from stations two or three 
channels removed, and which can be 
particularly bothersome at night, is sus- 
ceptible to discrimination. Since the 
separation between some of the police 
channels is 6 or 8 kilocycles, an even 
higher order of selectivity than that for 
the broadcast channels can be utilized. 

GREATER SELECTIVITY AND SENSITIVITY 

Along with increased selectivity. 
greater sensitivity using smaller overall 
dimensions results with the superhetero- 
dyne, as against the tuned r -f set. The 
shielding and circuit filtering require- 
ments are not so critical. With the 
modern multipurpose tubes adapted to 
superheterodyne circuits a compact lay- 
out is secured. Because of the inherent 
noise reduction, the generally higher 
sensitivity of the crystal superhetero- 
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dyne is not so apparent in actual opera- 
tion until weak -signal reception is 
attempted. The betterment in signal- 
to -noise ratio is then obvious. 

Automatic volume control is of course 
included in the design, and an adjustable 
sensitivity control functions to cut the 
pickup to only that required for a given 
location. The complete equipment - 
chassis, speaker, and controls, excepting 
the eliminator -is housed in one con- 
tainer, as shown in Fig. 1. The overall 
dimensions of the complete unit are 644 
by 7/ by 12 inches. 

LOCATION OF RECEIVER 

The small dimensions of the receiver 
permit its installation in a variety of 
locations in a car; the usual preference 
be.ng under the dash. or, in a coupe, 
just behind the driver's seat. There is 
only one connection to be made or 
broken. It brings in the antenna and 
the power supply wires. To one who 
has worked on older installations, this 
modern version presents about the ideal 
in convenience. 

The installation and maintenance are 
much simplified, and the probability of 
service failures due to extended wiring 
and parts is lessened. A vibrator -type 
eliminator supplies plate power for the 
set. It is separated from the receiver, 
usually by the car bulkhead, in order 
to mitigate the radio- frequency disturb- 
ances sometimes set up by the power 
source after aging. 

THE CIRCUIT 

In Fig. 2 is drawn the schematic 
diagram for the crystal superheterodyne. 
Five tubes are used, lined up in the 
following function : 6D6 radio -frequency 
amplifier; 6A7 crystal oscillator and 
conversion detector; 6D6 intermediate - 
frequency amplifier; 75 diode detector, 
automatic volume control, and audio 
amplifier; and 41 pentode output tube. 
Save for the crystal oscillator, the lay- 
out is more or less conventional. 

XCUT CRYSTAL 
For a signal frequency of 1706 kc, 

FIG. 2. CIRCUIT OF THE FIXED -TUNE CRYSTAL SUPERHETERODYNE. 

the crystal is ground to a frequency of 
1881 kc, which allows the utilization 
of standard 175 -kc intermediate-fre- 
quency transformers. The crystal is of 
the X -cut type, and is operated without 
temperature control. The tolerance on 
the crystal frequency is ± 5 kc. Since 
the conversion -oscillator frequency is 
inflexible, final tuning and lining up 
must all be done on the intermediate - 
frequency transformers. 

The crystal is mounted in a small, 
compact holder with its major surfaces 
vertical. A slight spring pressure is 
exerted on the holder electrodes. The 
crystal oscillator tank coil, connected in 
grid No. 2 of the 6A7 tube, is so pro- 
portioned as to self- resonate for oscilla- 
tion, and to obviate an extra variable 
tuning condenser. Complete stability of 
the conversion oscillator, not only as 
to frequency, but also as to continuity 
of oscillation, has been attained -and it 
makes possible the application of best 
superheterodyne performance to exact- 
ing fixed -tune problems. 

VOLUME CONTROL 

Experience has shown that in police 
work the volume control is seldom 
touched, but is left at one setting -the 
maximum, to preclude missing of calls. 
This fact, coupled with a set design 
which has both automatic volume con- 

trol and a sensitivity adjustment, indi- 
cates that the manual volume control 
can be mounted directly on the receiver. 
There is then no extended electrical or 
mechanical- control unit on the steering 
post or dash. The manual volume con- 
trol and the on -off switch are accessible 
at the set for the occasional necessary 
manipulation. 

CAR -BATTERY DRAIN 

Perhaps one of the most important 
points in police mobile receivers is the 
magnitude of the drain on the car bat- 
tery. It is important chiefly to the 
extent that the receiver is in continuous 
service. Of course, other factors, such 
as car running time, speed of operation, 
other demands on the battery, etc., have 
a part in determining if, and how much, 
battery recharging or replacement will 
be experienced. But, when averaged 
over all kinds of conditions, the lower 
the battery drain the lower will be the 
outage time and service cost figures 
for both radio and car. Often the bat- 
tery maintenance figures do not appear 
as a radio item, since the work is han- 
dled outside the radio department by 
a garage or ignition shop. 

The total measured drain of the crys- 
tal superheterodyne on a 6 -volt battery 
is 2.6 amperes, using a dynamic speaker 
with permanent- magnet field. 

TO FIGHT IONOSPHERE WITH 
200 KW 

A NEW APPROACH to the transmission of 
short -wave radio -telegraph signals over 
long distances will be tried by RCA this 
Fall on the completion of a new 200 - 
kilowatt short -wave transmitter now un- 
der construction at the company's sta- 
tion at Rocky Point, Long Island. 

By means of this tremendous short- 
wave power, which is 5 to 10 times the 
intensity usually employed in interna- 
tional communication, it is proposed to 
"battle the ionosphere with kilowatts" 
and override certain natural obstacles 
which to date have limited the signal 
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strength under abnormal conditions. 
What the engineers expect to deter- 

mine by means of the new 200 -kilowatt 
transmitter is whether the hours of use- 
fulness of one or more of the wave - 
hands used in long -range communication 
may not be lengthened and the effects 
of magnetic storms minimized by the 
use of increased power. 

The new transmitter will be operated 
at first only on one wavelength, in the 
neighborhood of 28 meters. This wave 
has been selected as the trial one which 
promises the greatest general service- 
ability. It is expected that when radio 
signals from this transmitter are hurled 

against the ionosphere the greater power 
will cause them to be reflected back even 
during less favorable hours of operation 
for that particular wavelength. Present - 
day commercial radio practice has been 
brought to a high degree of reliability 
by directive transmission and through 
the use of the diversity system of re- 
ception. 

The new transmitter will be immedi- 
ately available on completion for corn - 
mercial use in multiplex radio -telegraph 
transmission and facsimile transmission. 
It may ultimately be adapted to the 
transmission of addressed programs of 
voice and music to foreign countries. 
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TELECOMMUNICATION 
PANORAMA OF PROGRESS IN THE FIELDS OF COMMUNICATION AND BROADCASTING 

STANDARD FREQUENCY SERVICE 
BROADCAST BY NATIONAL 

BUREAU OF STANDARDS 
THE NATIONAL Bureau of Standards 
provides a standard frequency service 
which is broadcast by radio. Beginning 
Oct. 1, 1935, this service is given on 
three days each week, from the 
Bureau's station WWV, Beltsville, 
Md., near Washington, D. C. These 
radio emissions provide a standard for 
scientific or other measurements re- 
quiring an accurate radio or audio fre- 
quency or time rate, and are useful to 
radio transmitting stations for adjust- 
ing their transmitters to exact fre- 
quency, and to the public generally for 
calibrating frequency standards. 

On each Tuesday and Friday the 
emissions are continuous unmodulatecl 
waves (cw); and on each Wednesday 
they are modulated by an audio fre- 
quency. The audio frequency is in gen- 
eral 1.000 cycles per second. (There 
are no emissions on legal holidays). 

On all emissions three radio carrier 
frequencies are transmitted as follows: 
noon to 1 P.M.. Eastern Standard Time, 
15,000 kc; 1:15 to 2:15 P.M., 10,000 
kc; 2:30 to 3:30 P.M., 5,000 kc. 

The emissions on 5,000 kc are partic- 
ularly useful at distances within a few 
hundred miles from Washington, those 
on 10,000 kc are useful for the rest of 
the United States, and those on 15,000 
kc are useful in the western half of the 
United States and to some extent in 
other parts of the world. 
FREQUENCY ANNOUNCEMENTS 

During the first five minutes of the 
one -hour emission on each carrier fre- 
quency, announcements are given. For 
the cw emissions, the announcements 
are made by telegraphic keying and 
consist of the station call letters 
(WWV) and a statement of the fre- 
quency; this announcement is repeated 
every ten minutes. For the modulated 
emissions, the announcements are given 
only at the beginning of the hour; they 
are given by voice and include the sta- 
tion call letters and a statement of the 
carrier frequency and the audio modu- 
lation frequency. 

Except during the announcements. 
the cw emissions consist of continuous, 

RADIO ROOM ABOARD THE NORMANDIE. SOUND. 
PROOFING WAS ACCOMPLISHED BY SPECIAL 

PAINT SPRAYING. 
(Courtesy The DeVilbiss Co) . 
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unkeyed carrier frequency, giving a 

continuous beat note in the telephone 
receiver in heterodyne reception. The 
radiated power in the cw emissions is 
20 kilowatts. 

The modulated emissions. except 
during the voice announcements at the 
beginning of the hour. consist of an 
uninterrupted audio frequency super- 
posed on the carrier frequency. The 
radiated power is only one kilowatt: 
reception is therefore not as reliable as 
for the cw emissions of Tuesdays and 
Fridays; it is hoped to increase the 
power later. The modulated emissions 
are somewhat experimental, and for 
this reason an audio frequency other 
than 1,000 cycles per second may be 
used on some occasions. The presence 
of the audio modulation frequency does 
not impair the use of the carrier fre- 
quency as a standard to the same high 
accuracy as in the cw emissions. 

ACCURACY OF TRANSMISSIONS 
The accuracy of the frequencies as 

sent out from the transmitting station 
is at all times better than a part in five 
million. Transmission effects in thy. 

medium (Doppler effect, fading, etc. 
sometimes result in slight fluctuations 
in the frequency as received at a par- 
ticular place. However, these practic- 
ally never impair the reception of the 
carrier frequency to the accuracy stated. 
Under some conditions, momentary 
fluctuations as great as 1 cycle per 
second may occur in the modulation 
frequency. It is generally possible. 
however, to use the modulation fre- 
quency with an accuracy better than :( 

part in a million by selecting that one 
of the three carrier frequencies which 
has the least fading. It is helpful to 
use automatic volume control on the 
audio frequency. 

Information on how to receive and 
utilize the standard frequency service is 
given in a pamphlet obtainable on re- 
quest addressed to the National Bureau 
of Standards, Washington, D. C. From 
any single frequency, using harmonic 
methods, any frequency may be checked. 

The Bureau welcomes reports of use 
and comments upon the standard fre- 
quency service. As the modulated 
emissions are somewhat experimental 
it is particularly desired that users re- 
port to the Bureau their experience in 
using them, including: description of 
method of use; statement of relative 
fading, intensity, etc., on the three car- 
rier frequencies; and preference as to 
audio frequency to be furnished. Cor- 
respondence should be addressed Na- 
tional Bureau of Standards, Washing- 
ton, D. C. 

NEW COLOMBIAN SHORT -WAVE 
BROADCASTER 

The Ministry of Posts and Tele- 
graphs has authorized the Municipality 
of Medellin, Colombia, to install a com- 
mercial short -wave radio broadcasting 
station with a power up to 300 watts in 
the antenna circuit. The station will 
operate on a frequency of 49.50 meters 
and will be identified by the call letters 
HJ4 -ABD. (Commercial Attache 
Clarence C. Brooks, Bogota, May 17, 

In3;1. 
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FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION REPORTS 

THE ULTRA -HIGH -FREQUENCY 
ALLOCATION PROBLEM 

THE ISSION has endeavored during 
the past three or four years to obtain all 
available data on the transmission charac- 
teristics of the very high frequencies above 
30,000 kilocycles and their possible applica- 
tion for radio communication in various 
radio services. This material will be 
needed when the time is at hand to allocate 
the ultra -high frequencies to various 
services for commercial use. Considerable 
information has been obtained from various 
su'irces, including the progress reports sub- 
mitted by the licensees of experimental sta- 
tions, the laboratories of commercial manu- 
facturing and communication companies, 
Government departments, and technical 
papers which have appeared from time to 
time in the technical literature. The data 
at hand are still believed to be insufficient 
to permit an equitable distribution of the 
frequencies to radio services for commer- 
cial use at this time. 

Although the physical properties of the 
frequencies within the range 30,000 -100,000 
kilocycles, considering the entire band as 
a whole, are fairly well known, there is 
very little quantitative material available 
such as is required to determine the ad- 
vantages or disadvantages of various por- 
tions of this band for use by specific radio 
services. Since frequencies above 30,000 
kilocycles have many characteristics in 
common which render them particularly 
useful for a great many services, it has 
been found that the majority of licensees 
operating in the experimental service, in 
reporting the results of their work, report 
in substance as follows: 

That the frequencies used in their ex- 
perimental work -no matter what portion 
of the frequency band used -are ideally 
suited for the particular service in which 
they have been endeavoring to determine 
their practical application. 

Such information, although of value in 
establishing the probable need of fre- 
quencies of the various commercial inter- 
ests and the numerous applications of the 
frequencies, is not very helpful in attempts 
to evaluate various portions of the entire 
frequency range for various services, the 
requirements and operating conditions in 
which are all very different. In addition, 
regardless of certain transmission charac- 
teristics typical of the entire band, there 
are physical properties and factors to be 
considered by reason of which certain sec- 
tions or portions of the band are particu- 
larly suitable for specific purposes, and 
these also are known to vary widely 
throughout the frequency range to be con- 
sidered for allocation. 

Some comprehensive reports containing 
very useful material on the subject of ultra- 
high- frequency wave propagation have been 
received by the commission from the 
licensees of experimental stations. Many 
valuable papers on the subject have also 
been published by research organizations. 
Research work undertaken by commercial 
companies, however, usually has a specific 
objective, which naturally limits the 
ground covered. 

Factors to Be Considered 

The factors which enter into the alloca- 
tion problem must he considered by the 
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Commission over a much broader field. 
The problem may be conveniently divided 
into three parts. 

I. A study of the frequency band to be 
allocated from the technical side alone. 
This requires a study of: 

1. Frequency versus field -intensity char- 
acteristics for various ranges and specific 
areas. 

2. The effect of altitude of receiving and 
transmitting antennas. 

3. The transmission characteristics of 
various frequency bands throughout the 
total range as determined by natural trans- 
mission phenomena, such as reflection, 
absorption, diffraction, refraction, polariza- 
tion and noise. 

II. Evaluation of the services as such 
from the standpoint of public need and 
benefit. This requires consideration of 
such matters as : 

1. The dependence of the service on radio 
rather than wire lines. 

2. The number of stations needed to 
assure the service. 

3. The probable number of people who 
will receive its benefits. 

4. The social and economic importance 
of the service. 

5. The safety of life and protection of 
property factors. 

6. The nrobability of practical establish- 
ment of the service and the degree of pub- 
lic support which it is likely to receive. 

III. The apparatus available for. and the 
operating conditions obtaining within each 
service. This involves such matters as: 

1. The distances over which communica- 
tion will be required for point -to -point 
services. 

2. The areas which it will be necessary 
to cover for services such as broadcast, 
television and police. 

3. The field intensities required, which 
will vary greatly for different types of 
services. 

4. The relative amount of radio and in- 
dustrial interference likely to be en- 
countered. 

5. The relative amount of noise which 
may be tolerated in the different services. 

6. The receivers available and their 
selectivity and stability characteristics. 

7. The types of antennas which are prac- 
ticable. 

8. The frequency tolerances which may 
be maintained and the channel widths 
which may be prescribed. 

All of the above factors must be con- 
sidered with respect to the total number of 
frequencies available for allocation. 

It is in connection with parts I and III 
that data are lacking. Information relative 
to the transmission characteristics of the 
frequencies within the range 100,000 -500.- 
000 kilocycles is very meager compared to 
that available within the range 30,000- 
100,000 kilocycles. In addition, certain 
phenomena are being reported in regard 
to which no definite connection with theory 
and experiment has as yet been made. 
Among these may be mentioned the re- 

ception of usable signals far beyond the 
ranges predictable by the diffraction 
theory, the diurnal variation of signals, 
and the appearance of fading at the greater 
ranges, although most recent experi- 
mental studies indicate that variations in 
transmission below the line of sight may 
be due to refraction and the changing 
moisture content of the atmosphere. 
Effects of Allocation 

The Commission appreciates the desir- 
ability of allocating all or a part of the 
ultra -high frequencies for commercial use 
as soon as this can be done in such man- 
ner as to best meet the needs of all ser- 
vices. Such would probably release fre- 
quencies in the lower frequency bands, 
thereby relieving the congestion which 
now exists in some services, thus increas- 
ing the efficiency of these services. It 
would in all probability also provide many 
new services by reason of which the public 
would receive many benefits. 

On the other hand, the deleterious effects 
of an allocation prematurely made are ap- 
parent. The allocation must be based on a 
firm foundation of engineering facts, in 
order that it may stand the test of time. 
There should be no necessity -if such can 
possibly be avoided -for revision of the 
plan at some later date, requiring shifts 
of the frequencies among the services and 
consequent redesign or replacement of 
equipment. This would retard rather than 
accelerate the progress of the radiocom- 
munication art. In order to avoid such 
contingency it has been the Commission's 
policy to proceed with caution and to 
strictly maintain the experimental status 
of the frequencies until such time as the 
requisite information becomes available. 
At the same time it has also been the Com- 
mission's policy to encourage all experi- 
mental licensees in their efforts to find 
practical applications for the frequencies, 
to the end that the desired information may 
be brought forth as soon as possible. 

The Present Status 

At the present time there are 991 
licensed general and special experimental 
stations operating on the ultra -high fre- 
quencies. Of these, many are engaged in 
pure research work, but the greater num- 
ber are particularly interested in specific 
services and are endeavoring to obtain rec- 
ognition and eventual establishment of 
these services. The services in which 
licensees have shown the greatest interest 
are aviation, municipal police, state police. 
broadcast pickup, broadcast, visual broad- 
cast, special emergency. geophysical, a pro- 
posed service for railroads, a proposed 
service for forestry, fixed public and public 
coastal, fixed public press, and coastal and 
ship harbor. There are, for example, Ill 
municipalities now operating 97 fixed sta- 
tions and 248 portable- mobile stations on 
police automobiles furnishing two -way 
communication service on the ultra -high 
frequencies on an experimental basis. 

Most of the experimental work is being 
carried on in the band 30.000- 42,000 kilo- 
cycles. In order to avoid congestion and 
minimize interference in this band, certain 
groups of frequencies have been chosen 
for experimental work, the frequencies in 
each group being selected with considerable 
spread throughout the band in order to af- 
ford an opportunity to determine the most 
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suitable frequencies tor various services 
within this range. These groups are : 

Experimental 
Service Frequencies (kc) 

General exper- 
imental station 
(police) 30,100, 33,100. 37,100, 40,100 
General exper- 
imental station 
(broadcast 
pickup) 31,100, 
General exper- 
imental station 
(miscellaneous 
services) 31,600, 

34,600, 37,600, 40,600 

35,600, 38,600, 41,000 

The frequencies within the band 42,000- 
56,000 kilocycles and 60,000 -86,000 kilo- 
cycles are being used for experimental 
visual broadcasting. Some work is being 
done on frequencies above 86,000 kilo- 
cycles by licensees essentially interested 
in fixed point -to -point telephone and tele- 
graph communication. 

The frequencies in all of the ranges 
mentioned above are being used also by 
Government departments for their experi- 
mental work, under authority granted by 
Executive Order of the President. 

Types of Data Needed 
The following outline gives the types of 

data which are most needed: 
1. The total frequency range over which 

communication will be practicable, utilizing 
conventional vacuum -tube circuits and new 
tubes. By new vacuum tubes is meant 
those not now commercially available, but 
which may be obtained for experimental 
purposes from the commercial laboratories, 
and it may reasonably be presumed, will 
become available for commercial use in 
the near future. 

2. The field -intensity characteristics of 
the entire frequency band for specific 
ranges and for coverage of specific areas, 
considering the height above ground of 
transmitting and receiving antennas, rea- 
sonably expected to be obtained in prac- 
tice. 

3. The favorable or unfavorable trend 
of various sections or portions of the 
entire frequency band as determined by or 
limited by : 

a. Transmitter design. 
b. Receiver design. 
c. Antennas and antenna locations. 
d. Character of terrain. 
e. Polarization. 
f. Attenuation, through that portion of 

the paths of the direct and indirect ray 
where buildings, trees, vegetation. and 
other absorbing materials are encoun- 
tered. 

g. Reflection phenomena and interfer- 
ence patterns. 

h. Refraction. 
i. Diffraction. 
j. Noise. 

4. The advantages or disadvantages of 
the various portions of the entire frequency 
hand for radio communication as deter- 
mined or limited by the amount that the 
favorable or unfavorable trends as found 
above are augmented, reduced, or nullified 
by others. 

The Commission would greatly appre- 
ciate having information or data which 
might be useful in this study made avail- 
able to their engineering staff. Data or 
reports which are confidential will be kept 
in that status. 

COMMISSION ORDER NO. I2 -A 
THF. COMMISSION on July 31, 1935. 
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adopted Commission Order No. 12 -A mak- 
ing certain revisions in Tariff Circular 
No. 1. The effective date of the circular 
remains as originally published, September 
1, 1935, but the posting requirements are 
made effective January 1, 1936. 

RULES 229 AND 262 MODIFIED 
THE COMMISSION on August 14, 1935, 
modified Rule 229 to read in part as 
follows: 

Frequency 
(kilocycles) Service 

(page 75) 4650 Aviation 
(page 75) 4690 Aviation 
(page 76) 5310 Aviation 

(page 77) 
58990} 

5887.5 Aviation 
Government 

and 
(page 78) e8130 Aviation 

The Commission on August 20, 1935, 
modified Rule 262a, B, b, to read in part 
as follows: 
Northern Transcontinental Chain and Feeders 
(Red) 

Available for aeronautical point -to -point 
stations. 

5310 kc 

Northwestern Continental Chain and Feeders 
(Purple) 

Available for aeronautical and aircraft 
stations. 
2854 kc 3005 kc 5377.5 kc-day only. 
2994 kc 5887.5 kc- subject to 

the condi- 
tion that no 
interference 
is caused to 
the interna- 
tional ser- 
ice. 

Available for aeronautical point -to -point 
stations. 
2644 kc 8130 kc-day only, subject to the 

condition that no inter- 
ference is caused to 
Government stations. 

6490 kc-day only. 

Mid -Continental Chain and Feeders (Yellow) 
Available for aeronautical point -to -point 

stations. 
2912 kc 5887.5 kc- subject to the condi- 

tion that no interfer- 
ence is caused to the 
international service. 

3485 kc 
5042.5 kc 

5682.5 kc 
Available for aeronautical and aircraft 

stations. 
2640 kc 4650 kc 4690 kc 

COMMISSION ORDER NO. 13 

AT A GENERAL SESSION Of the Federal 
Communications Commission held at its 
office in Washington, D. C., on August 14 
the Commission having under consideration 
the subject of annual reports from carriers 
subject to the Communications Act of 1934 
and from persons as defined in Section 3 
(i) of that Act, directly or indirectly con- 
trolling or controlled by, or under direct 
or indirect common control with, any such 
carrier : 

It was ordered, that each and every 
carrier subject to the Communications Act 
of 1934 and each and every person directly 
or indirectly controlling or controlled by, 
or under direct or indirect common control 
with, any such carrier shall make and file, 
in duplicate, with the Commission, on or 

before the thirty -first day of March in 
each year, an annual report as provided in 
Section 219 of the Communications Act 
of 1934, covering the period of twelve 
months ending on the thirty -first day of 
December next prior to said date ; provided. 
however, that annual reports for the period 
of twelve months ending on December 21. 
1934, shall be made and filed with this 
Commission by every such carrier and per- 
son on or before October 15, 1935. 

It was further ordered, that the annual 
reports shall severally be in accordance 
with the blank forms of report adopted and 
furnished by the Commission for the re- 
quired returns and with the instructions in 
such forms, and shall contain full and spe- 
cific answers to all questions propounded in 
the forms and all the information called 
for therein, whether by questions, or 
forms of tabular statements, or otherwise. 

APPLICATIONS GRANTED FOR NEW 

STATIONS 

Telegraph Division 

August 7, 1935. 
AERONAUTICAL RADIO, Inc., Tulsa, 
Oklahoma, granted construction permit, 
aviation aeronautical, 2912, 5042.5 kc, 30 
watts. 
METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPART- 
MENT, District of Columbia, granted con- 
struction permit (two applications), port- 
able- mobile, general experimental, munici- 
pal police in emergency service, 30,100, 
33,100, 37,100, 40,100 kc, 5 watts. 
THE FRANKLIN INSTITUTE of the 
State of Pennsylvania, Swarthmore. 
granted license, free balloon, general ex- 
perimental, to be used in conducting a pro- 
gram of experimental research in connec- 
tion with the measurement of cosmic -ray 
intensities, 12,862.5, 17,310, 23,100, 25,700. 
26,000, 31,600, 41,000, 86,000 kc, 10 watts. 
WASHINGTON INSTITUTE OF 
TECHNOLOGY, College Park, Mary- 
land, granted construction permit, port- 
able, special experimental, 278 kc. 400 
watts. 

Broadcast Division 

August 13, 1935. 
HAROLD F. GROSS, M. BLISS KEE- 
LER, L. A. VERSLUIS, doing business 
as The Capitol City Broadcasting Co.. 
Lansing, Michigan, granted construction 
permit, portable- mobile, general experi- 
mental, 31,100, 34,600, 37,600, 40,600 kc, 15 
watts. 
THE PULITZER PUBLISHING CO.. 
St. Louis, Missouri, granted construction 
permit. 31,600, 35,600, 38,600, 41,000, 86.- 
000 -400,000 kc, 100 watts. 
GENERAL ELECTRIC CO., Schenec- 
tady, New York, granted construction per- 
mit, portable- mobile, broadcast pickup sta- 
tion in temporary service, 1606, 2020. 2102. 
2760 kc, 50 watts. 
PALESTINE BROADCASTING AS- 
SOCIATION, John C. Welch, Wm. M. 
Keller, Bonner Frezzell, Palestine, Texas. 
granted construction permit, 1420 kc, 100 
watts, daytime. 
GEORGE B. BAIREY, Valley City. 
North Dakota, granted construction per- 
mit, 1500 kc, 100 watts, unlimited time. 
August 20, 1935. 
NORTHWESTERN BROADCASTING. 
Inc., Minneapolis, Minnesota, granted con= 
struction permit, general experimental, 31.- 
600, 35,600, 38,600, 41,000, 86,000- 400,000. 
401,000 kr and above. 50 watts. 
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VETERAN WIRELESS OPERATORS 

ASSOCIATION NEWS 

W. J. McGonigle, Secretary, 112 Willoughby Avenue. Brooklyn, N. Y. 

AUSTIN Y. TUEL 

Austin Y. Tuel, Vice- President and Gen- 
eral Manager of the Mackay Radio and 
Telegraph Company, died suddenly on the 
morning of Tuesday, August 27, 1935, at 
the Murray Hill Hospital in New York 
City. Mr. Tuel was fifty -three years old, 
having been born on August 21, 1882, at 
Mt. Carmel, Illinois. 

Mr. Tuel, after being graduated from 
high school at Mt. Carmel in 1900, started 
as a telegraph operator on the CCC & St. 
Paul Railroad, and continued as a railroad 
operator for various roads in the South and 
West until 1909, when he entered the ser- 
vice of the United Wireless Company at 
Seattle, Washington. He was soon appoint- 
ed by Mr. C. B. Cooper as manager of that 
company's station at Salem, Oregon, and 
within a year was transferred to San Fran- 
cisco to assume charge of the newly opened 
station of the company in that city. 

In 1910, Mr. Tuel joined the Federal 
Telegraph Company on the West Coast and 
remained in their employ until April 12, 
1917, when he enrolled in the United States 
Navy, as Lieutenant, Junior Grade, and 
subsequently was made Naval Communi- 
cations Officer at San Francisco, in which 
capacity he served until mustered out of 
service as a Senior Lieutenant on Decem- 
ber 1, 1919. 

He then returned to the Federal Tele- 
graph Company and was transferred to 
Washington, D. C., as Resident Engineer, 
continuing at this post until early in 1921, 
when he was appointed General Manager 
for the company with headquarters at San 
Francisco. 

Mr. Tuel held this position until 1927. 
When the Mackay Radio and Telegraph 
Company was formed, he was appointed 
Vice- President and General Manager of 
that company, a position he occupied until 
his death. 

Mr. Tuel was long a Veteran member of 
the Veteran Wireless Operators Associa- 
tion, becoming a Life Member in 1932. He 
was always a staunch supporter of Associa- 
tion activities and invariably attended our 
Annual Cruises. Beloved by his fellow 
members in our organization, amiable and 
courteous to all with whom he came in 
contact, admired and respected by the em- 
ployees working under him in his official 
capacities with various communications 
companies, considered an outstanding exe- 
cutive by his contemporaries in the com- 
munications industry, his passing leaves a 
gap difficult to fill. We mourn his loss. 

On behalf of the membership of our As- 
sociation we tender our deepest sympathies 
and condolences to his bereaved widow. 

RADIO DURING WORLD WAR 

The German Pacific Squadron, consist- 
ing of the Gnefsnau, Scharnhorst and other 
cruisers, was abroad in the Pacific, and as 
their position was unknown to the Military 

Authorities here, great anxiety was experi- 
enced. 

The New Zealand Government was about 
to dispatch overseas the Main Body of the 
New Zealand Expeditionary Force, and 
some of the transports had already left Wel- 
lington when a message was intercepted 
from the Scharnhorst to the Gneisnau. 
The message was in code but was soon de- 
ciphered and proved that Von Spee, Ad- 
miral commanding the German Squadron, 
was aware of the departure of the trans- 
ports. The transports were immediately 
recalled and their departure delayed for 
three weeks. The German Squadron in the 
meantime moved towards the coast of South 
America, where it met and destroyed a 
British Squadron under Admiral Craddock, 
only to meet its fate at the Battle of Falk- 
land when a British Squadron under Ad- 
miral Sturdee destroyed the whole of the 
German Squadron. 

The radio operator who intercepted the 
message which saved the lives of many of 
the members of the New Zealand Expedi- 
tionary Force is Clive Drummond, in charge 
of the Mt. Etako Short -Wave Station, 
Wellington, New Zealand, at the outbreak 
of the war in 1914, and at present Chief 
Announcer for the New Zealand Broad- 
casting Board at their key station, 2YA, 
at Wellington. Mr. Drummond inquires re- 
garding requirements for Veteran member- 
ship in our Association. 

FALL ACTIVITY 

Let's go. The summer is over -the fall 
is with us. We must begin to plan for the 
big event of the winter season -the Annual 
Cruise. Many details must be arranged and 
an early start will assure unprecedented 
success for this event. The first meeting of 
the fall season will be held at the Hotel 
Montclair, on Thursday evening, October 
3, 1935, at 6 P. M. We urge each and every 
member to make every effort to be with us 
on that evening to contribute suggestions 
and ideas on future activities of the Asso- 
ciation. We will expect you at the Mont- 
clair on the third of October. 

PERSONALS 

Viggo H. C. Eberlin, formerly Associa- 
tion Treasurer, at present stationed at 
Miami, Florida, with the Tropical Com- 
pany as Technician, recently returned to 
New York on a vacation and to the sur- 
prise of his many friends, accompanied by 
a blushing bride. We are sorry VHC had 
so little time to spend with us and we bid 
him fond adieu on his return honeymoon 
and continued success in his future en- 
deavors. Anthony Cirenza, at the 
suggestion of Ben Beckerman, applies for 
Associate Membership in our Association. 
. . . Glad to hear from Herman Zimmer- 
man. . Carl O. Peterson, just returned 
from the Byrd Expedition, sends notice of 

AUSTIN Y. TUEL 
Late Mica-President and General Manager, 

Mackay Radio and Telegraph Co. 

change of address. He now resides at 6, 
South Bay Avenue, Freeport, N. Y. . . . 

Be sure to let us know when you move. 
Just a post card will do and it will mater- 
ially reduce the work of the Secretary. .. . 

An inquiry from L. W. Briggs of station 
WIBX in Utica re membership. . . . C. 
D. Guthrie tells us that he has received 
many letters from former associates in the 
U. S. Navy back in the early 1900's be- 
cause of his anecdotes appearing on this 
page the past few issues. Captain R. B. 
Woolverton, U. S. Army Signal Corps, 
stationed at Denver, Colo., wrote to "Jerry" 
saying he remembered vividly many of the 
incidents enumerated by him concerning 
Navy radio 'way back when! Captain 
Woolverton was then in the Navy doing 
radio work. We hope to receive some ma- 
terial from RBW and from the many others 
familiar with the development of radio from 
the "dark days." . A. F. Wallis, Mac- 
kay Marine Superintendent, has been mak- 
ing frequent out -of -town trips equipping 
numerous ships with the latest equipment. ... A little reminder from Sergeant Pearce 
-lest we forget -that he is still in the 
printing business in Long Island City... . 

Although we went north past Bear Moun- 
tain numerous times this summer, we failed 
to stop off to see Geo. P. Smith, a veteran 
radioman from early Navy days, who has 
charge of the concessions at Bear Moun- 
tain Park. 

FETZ JOINS DRIVER 

Wilbur B. Driver Company, Newark. 
New Jersey, manufacturers of Tophet, 
Cupron and other resistance alloys an- 
nounces that Mr. Erich Fetz has joined its 
metallurgical staff as research metallurgist. 
Mr. Fetz has had extended metallurgical 
experience in this country and abroad. 

McCOY JOINS OLESEN STUDIOS 
Hollywood Recording Studios, Holly- 

wood, went out of business early in Sep- 
tember and its former owner, Dickson 
McCoy, joined the technical staff of the 
Otto K. Olesen Sound Studios in the 
same city. 
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OVER THE TAPE 

NEWS OF THE RADIO, TELEGRAPH AND TELEPHONE INDUSTRIES 

LEAR DIRECTION FINDER PAMPHLET 
Lear Developments, Inc., 125 \Vest 17th 

St., New York. N. Y., has released for dis- 
tribution a brochure dealing with the 
"Lear -O- Scope" Aircraft Radio Direction 
Finder. General details of the equipment 
are presented. 

AUGUSTA TO INSTALL 
POLICE RADIO SYSTEM 

Augusta, Ga., will inaugurate a medium - 
high- frequency, one -way police radio 
system early in September. The system 
being installed by General Electric en- 
gineers will provide police radio service 
to Richmond County, and both city and 
county police dispatches will be broadcast 
from Augusta. 

Ten of the city's patrol cars will be 
equipped with receivers. At headquarters 
a 250 -watt transmitter and a receiver will 
be installed. A 120 -foot radio antenna 
will be erected on a steel structure ris- 
ing through and above the roof of the 
barracks garage. 

A medium -high rather than an ultra- 
high frequency transmitter was chosen in 
this case because Georgia officials desire 
to provide radio protection for Richmond 
County, as well as for Augusta, and be- 
cause the communication range of ultra- 
high- frequency transmitters at the pres- 
ent time is limited practically to "line of 
sight" areas, and ordinarily would not 
cover a county. 

It will be possible for Augusta to have 
two -way communication later by installing 
ultra- high- frequency transmitters in the 
patrol cars, and an ultra- high- frequency 
talk -back receiver at police headquarters. 

NEW GENERAL CABLE BROCHURE 
General Cable Corp.. 420 Lexington Ave., 

New York, N. Y., has released for dis- 
tribution a brochure titled "Advance in 
Cable Design." 

The brochure deals with the new paper 
insulated power cables developed by Gen- 
eral Cable. 

RADIO TRANSCRIPTION CO. 
The Radio Transcription Company of 

America has elected C. C. Pyle president 
and general manager and the home office 
has moved to 1509 N. Vine St., Los 
Angeles, Cal., where the firm was estab- 
lished five years ago. Branches will con- 
tinue to be operated in New York and 
Chicago. 

Frank Zambreno, in charge of the Chi- 
cago branch, returned Sept. 1 after four 
months in San Diego managing the Rip- 
ley exhibit at the exposition. Miss Esther 
Donnan, in temporary charge of that of- 
fice, will remain in an executive capacity. 
George H. Field is no longer New York 
representative for Transco, but a district 
manager will be appointed there in Octo- 
ber. 

The firm, which produces aid distributes 
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electrical transcription programs to radio 
stations, called a sales convention in Hol- 
lywood early in September with its field 
managers present for conference. 

The fall production schedule calls for 
eight new programs a week over a period 
of 39 weeks. 

HERTZBERG JOINS WHOLESALE 
Robert Hertzberg, who has been iden- 

tified with publicity and sales promotion 
activities in the radio field since the in- 
ception of broadcasting, has been appointed 
advertising manager of Wholesale Radio 
Service Co.. Inc., 100 Sixth Avenue, New 
York, N. Y. 

FREEMAN LANG INSTALLS 
NEW EQUIPMENT 

RCA speech -input equipment has been in- 
stalled in the Hollywood sound studios of 
Freeman Lang. It will be connected to a 
small, low- powered radio transmitter with 
a dummy antenna. 

All Freeman Lang transcription produc- 
tions will be tested on the apparatus, and 
actually broadcast within the confines of a 
shielded room. 

The signals will then be picked up on a 
standard high- fidelity radio receiver to thus 
fully assure a program that is correct in 
every detail for later reproduction from 
a regular broadcast studio, it is stated. 

The Lang studios, the past ten years in 
the business of producing transcriptions 
for program building organizations, in Sep- 
tember will start to produce transcribed 
programs of their own. 

FERRANTI ELECTROSTATIC VOLTMETER 
A new illustrated folder which gives 

complete technical data, prices, etc., cov- 
ering the new Ferranti Electrostatic Volt- 
meter, is announced. This booklet is avail- 
able without charge upon request to Fer- 
ranti Electric, Incorporated, 130 West 42nd 
Street, New York, N. Y. 

HAMMARLUND CORRECTION 
In the write -up on the Hammarlund 

Acorn Tube Socket, appearing on page 30 
of the August issue, it is stated that the five 
double -grip prongs are tinned phosphor 
bronze. This is incorrect ; the prongs are 
silver plated. 

RCA VICTOR DE LUXE TRANSCRIPTION 
TURNTABLE 

The new RCA Victor De Luxe Tran- 
scription Turntable, Type 70 -A, is fully de- 
scribed in Bulletin No. 53, released by the 
Transmitter Section of RCA Manufactur- 
ing Co., Inc., Camden, N. J. 

The Transmitter Section has also re- 
leased Bulletin 33 -A which deals with the 
RCA Type 46 -A Four -Position Mixer 
Panel. 

NEW REMLER PORTABLE 
REMOTE AMPLIFIER 

The Remler .\P3 -18 is a complete new 
modern high -gait[ remote, consisting of 
high -fidelity, high -gain amplifier with a -c 
power supply, housed in two compact units, 
mounted on duralumin panels and encased 
in sturdily built, reinforced, fibre -covered 
cases fitted with heavy chromium plated 
hardware. 

The amplifier is said to incorporate ex- 
clusive engineering refinements ordinarily 
associated with studio equipment, and in- 
cludes convenient line test feature. The 

latter is controlled by a panel switch which 
introduces a small a -c signal of power - 
line frequency into the amplifier input. 
This appears in the output of the amplifier 
and is indicated by the V. I. meter. The 
reading is controlled by the master gain 
attenuator. This signal not only checks 
the operation of the amplifier but may be 
used to test the telephone loop. 

The amplifier is a four -stage, resistance- 
coupled push -pull unit with an overall gain, 
including mixer loss, of 93 db. It has 
been designed for use with three dynamic. 
velocity or inductor microphones without 
pre -amplification. Channels one and two 
may be provided with power supply for 
condenser microphone. 

The circuit design comprises a high 
permeability input transformer, doubly 
shielded and cushioned against microphonic 
vibration, two type 77 tubes, triode con- 
nected, as voltage amplifiers ; a type 79 
dual triode tube used as third stage voltage 
amplifier and phase- inverter to supply 
equal voltages of opposite phase to the 
grids of the push -pull output stage, and 
a type 6A6 dual triode tube in a Class A 
output circuit. The amplifier may be used 
with batteries where a -c is not available. 

Each of the three input channels is con- 
trolled by a Remler tapped -type, constant - 
impedance attenuator. This control pro- 
vides attenuation in steps of approximately 
5/6 db to 45 db attenuation ; then fades 
to infinite attenuation in three additional 
increasing steps. 

The standard input impedance of each 
channel is 50 ohms. An input impedance 
of 200 ohms, each channel, may be pro- 
vided if specified. 
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LOW IN 
PRICE.. 
high in 
quality and 
accuracy. 

Microh Power Resistors 
meet every requirement of compactness and 
high resistance. Accuracy 2%. 3 TYPES: 
"P -1" 5 watt; "BP' l0 watt: "VP" 20 
watt. Resistance range up to 100,000 ohms. 
Exceptional value is offered in this com- 
bination of low price, accuracy, quality 
and small space requirements. Write for 
samples, further information and our new 
catalog. 

PRECISION RESISTOR CO. 
334 Badger Ave., Newark, N. J. 

A 
COMPLETE 

30 OR 60 MC. 
MOBILE 

and 
PORTABLE 
STATION 

TR -6A6. TWIN- TRIODE DUPLEX 
TRANSMITTER -RECEIVER UNIT 

RK34 or 6A6 Push -Pull Oseillator -6A6 Class B Modulator -6A6 Class A 

Driver -Tuned R.F. Super - Regen. Receiver -Integral Dynamic Speaker 

WRITE FOR BULLETIN (' 

RADIO TRANSCEIVER LABORATORIES 
8627 115th Street, Richmond Hill, N. Y. 

Expert Divulsion: IS Lelght St.. New York. N. Y.. U. R. A. 

\Vn'Rrr W 
FREQUENCY MEASURING SERVICE 

Many stations find this exact measuring service of great 
value for routine observation of transmitter perform- 
ance and for accurately calibrating their own monitors. 

MEASUREMENTS WHEN YOU NEED THEM MOST 

R. C. A. COMMUNICATIONS, Inc. 
Commercial Department 

A RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA SUBSIDIARY 
66 BROAD STREET NEW YORK, N. Y. 

Mr. E. H. Riet_ke, President of CREI 
and originator of the first thorough 

ut Practical Radio Ena:ccrritm 

DO YOU BELIEVE IN SIGNS? 
If you obey "Stop" and "Danger" signs when riving car . 

you should obey the -signs of the time" that aft et every Radiomen. 

Radio has become a specialized industry, 
and demands technical training of every 
man who wants to get ahead. If you're 
satisfied with your present position 
you won't be interested in CREI, but if 
you're anxious to get ahead. we can help 

as we have helped others to reach 
.nrt top' 

FREE - 
N -Page 

Illustrated 
Catalog 

Capitol Radio Engineering Institute 
Dept. CB -9 

14th & Park Rd., N.W., Washington, D. C. 
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TRANSFORMERS 
for Transmitting 

Below -AmerTran air - 
cooled transmitting fila- 

ment transformer. 

Above - AmerTraa air -cooled 
transmitting plate transformer 

-sires up to 7 kva. 

AmerTran's line of air -cooled transmitting 
transformers are designed to meet the most 
rigid broadcast station requirements. Units are 
of the highest quality and standard types are 
available to meet all usual requirements in 
rectifiers utilizing either type '66 or '72 tubes. 
The illustrations show our new improved 
mountings and standard ratings are listed in 
Bulletin No. 1002... May we send you a copy? 

AMERICAN TRANSFORMER CO. 
175 Emmet St.. Newark, N. J. 

i 
)) 

ROADCASTIiRS both large and 

small admit that dependability is 

their first consideration in the pur 
chase of condensers. Price plays little 
pert in their specifications. The cost 

of time lost, due to defective, ineffi- 
cient condensers far overbalances the 

small difference that lies between 
guaranteed, long proven condensers 
and nondescript merchandise. That 
is why CORNEI.I.- DURII.IER condensers 

are specified in all broadcast in- 
stallations. 

Assure yourself of dependable and 

long -lasting operation by installing 
CORNRI.1.- DURII.IER condensers through- 
out. It will pay! 

Information and quotations gladly furnished upon request. Consult with our 
engineering department on your station's requirements. Helpful suggestions 
as to economical condenser installations supplied without obligation to you. 

CORNELL-DUBILIER 
CORPORATION 

4398 BRONX BOULEVARD 
NEW YORK 
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THE MARKET PLACE 
NEW PRODUCTS FOR THE COMMU NICATION AND BROADCAST FIELDS 

GENERAL RADIO TYPE 713 -A 
BEAT -FREQUENCY OSCILLATOR 

The General Radio Company, 30 State 
St., Cambridge A, Mass., has announced a 
newly designed a -c operated beat -frequency 
oscillator, having as its outstanding fea- 
tures high power output, excellent wave- 
form, constant output, and wide frequency 
range. This oscillator, listed as type 713 -A, 
replaces the Type 513 unit. 

The Type 713 -A Beat -Frequency Oscil- 
lator is shown in the accompanying illus- 
tration. A high degree of frequency 
stability has been introduced through the 
use of a pentode oscillator circuit. To 
reduce temperature variation, the two tuned 
circuits have been symmetrically placed and 
mounted on a heavy aluminum slab which 
is thermally insulated from all heated por- 
tions of the circuit, including the oscillator 
tubes themselves, reducing the temperature 
variations due to heating within the oscil- 
lator to a somewhat lower order than 
normal room temperature fluctuations. 

1 

Good waveform is obtained by the use of 
a balanced push -pull detector circuit which 
eliminates the second harmonic. The am- 
plifier, filter and transformer design is such 
as to provide substantially uniform gain 
from 10 to 20,000 cycles. It was found im- 
possible to pass the full 10 -cycle output of 
2 watts -the undistorted output of the oscil- 
lator- through any transformer of practical 
size without serious distortion. Therefore 
a switch has been provided so that the input 
to the detector can be reduced and with it 
the level throughout the instrument. Ai 
the reduced output level, the distortion re- 
mains at less than 1% down to 10 cycles. 

An "incremental pitch" condenser, with 
direct- reading scale of ± 50 cycles, has 
been included in the Type 713 -A Oscillator. 
This dial permits resonance curves to be 
taken as well as permitting the auditory 
tests. The use of this dial has been en- 
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!lanced by engraving a line at least every 
100 cycles on the main scale, thereby effec- 
tively providing a calibration point for 
every cycle throughout the scale. 

SOUND -ON -FILM 
Sound -on -film for radio stations has be- 

come an actuality with the Freeman Lang 
sound studios in Hollywood, ready to 
place such service on a commercial basis. 

While the studio will produce some film 
for radio distribution, it is also negotiat- 
ing with several major film studios for 
a library of musical numbers. 

The machine itself has been developed 
to the point where it can use eight sound 
tracks. It was originally demonstrated at 
the July NAB meetings in Colorado 
Springs. The machine which was used for 
demonstration has been sold to the new 
radio station in Hilo, T. H., and will be 
used there when the station is dedicated 
late in September. 

NEW KELLOGG HANDSET FOR 
5 -METER WORK 

The Kellogg Switchboard and Supply 
Co., Chicago, has produced a handset with 
the receiver and transmitter mounted on 
a handle as a single convenient unit. Only 
one hand is required to use it and the 
handset is always in correct position for 
either talking or listening. This design 
also positions the transmitter so that it is 
always at the correct distance from the 
mouth for easy, natural talking. The unit 
is compact, sturdily constructed, and at- 
tractive in appearance. 

The handset has a 70-ohm and 2000 - 
ohm receiver. The 70 -ohm receiver is pro- 
vided so that an output transformer may 
be used on the receiving set output, with 
the secondary winding of low impedance to 
match the headsets. The impedance of 
this receiver at 1000 cycles is 235 ohms. 
The high resistance receiver is provided 
so that it may be connected in the plate 
circuit of the output tube without the use 
of a transformer, and has impedance of 
8,460 at 1000 cycles. 

The microphone is of the stretched dia- 
phragm type, having a single button. This 
diaphragm is of phosphor bronze, gold 
plated, and will stand up under normal 
climatic conditions. Special microphone 
carbon is used, and the diaphragm as- 
sembly is protected with a fine mesh screen 
so as to prevent injury in handling. The 
frequency response of the microphone has 
a slightly rising characteristic to 3000 
cycles. The normal receiver response when 
clamped tightly to the ear is low on the 
high end, and the design of the microphone 
is such as to compensate for some of this 
loss. The increase of the high -frequency 
end is not sufficient to cause any undue 
emphasis when amplified for loudspeaker 
use so that when used either into a head 
receiver or into a loudspeaker, voice quali- 
ty is exceptionally good. The resistance 
is 100 ohms, and should be matched to 

the input of the transceiver. The operat- 
ing current is 25 ma and is usually sup- 
plied by a 3 -volt battery. 

The microphone and receiver are both 
of light weight, and are mounted on a 
light- weight aluminum handle finished in 
black baked enamel. It is provided with 
a moistureproof, six -foot, four- conductor 
cord. The entire handset weighs only 
14% ounces. 

NEW COMMUNICATIONS -TYPE 
CRYSTAL MICROPHONE 

A new diaphragm -type crystal micro- 
phone, specially designed for communica- 
tions service in airways, police, commer- 
cial and amateur radiophone systems, has 
recently been announced by Shure Brothers 
Company, 215 West Huron Street. Chi- 
cago. The new model is known as the 70S, 
and is furnished with a convenient desk 
mount and two- conductor shielded cable. 

The 70S is said to have been designed to 
produce a higher effective percentage mod- 
ulation on "intelligibility" speech frequen- 
cies than can be obtained with the ordinary 
speech -input system. The response increases 
linearly a total of 20 db in progressing 
from 60 to 2,000 cycles, is substantially uni- 
form from 2,000 to above 4,000 cycles, fol- 
lowed by gradual cut -off, it is said. The 
response curve is free from sharp peaks 
which tend to produce "harsh" reproduc- 
tion. 

The Model 70S is connected to the trans- 
mitter in the usual manner, no circuit 
changes being required. 

MILLER LINE -FILTER CHOKE 
Elimination of high -frequency disturb- 

ances from power -supply lines is accom- 
plished by a new line -filter choke devel- 
oped by the J. W. Miller Company, 5917 
S. Main Street, Los Angeles, for use with 
receivers, transmitters or any source of 
interference. 

Duo -lateral wound for minimum dis- 
tributed capacity, the newly designed choke 
is available in various wire sizes of 2 -, 
5 -, 10- and 20- ampere carrying capacity. 

Use of a duo -lateral wound choke is 
said to make a radio receiver more selec- 
tive by by- passing the station signals 
picked up through the electric wiring. 
Used with a transmitter, the Miller line 
filter keeps the signal in the antenna and 
out of the a -c line, it is said. 

In general, the filter choke may be used 
for radio receivers, transmitters, vibrat- 
ing and rotating machinery, mercury arc. 
mercury rectifiers and wherever it is desired 
to eliminate interference from either a -c 
or d -c supply lines. 

COMMUNICATION AND 
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MULTIMETERS 
and 

Ultra Sensitive Meters 
Thermo Couples in Vacuo 

Wattmeters, Fluxmefers 

Electrostatic Voltmeters, etc. 

THE ONLY TWO PIVOT METERS MECHANICALLY 
CLAMPED FOR TRANSIT 

RAWSON ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CO. 
SCHOOL ST., CAMBRIDGE, MASS. 

BRANCH: 91 SEVENTH AVE., NEW YORK CITY 
Representative: E. N. WEBBER, Daily News Bldg., Chicago 

SPEAK -O -PHONE COMPANY, INC. 
33 WEST 60th STREET, NEW YORK 

SOUND ENGINEERING 
Manufacturers of 

SPEAK -O -PHONE (INSTANTANEOUS) RECORDERS 
AND REPRODUCERS 

for Professional and Non -Professional use 

AMERICAN MICROPHONE CO. 
.1 Carforaia Corporation 

Microphones of Quality 
Condensers, Carbons, Dynamics, and Ribbons 

New catalogue available upon request. 
1915 South Western Avenue, Los Angeles, Calif. 

BLILEY CRYSTALS 
Supplied to any frequency from 20 Kcs. to 15,000 Kcs. 

For Radio 
TRANSMITTERS 

RECEIVERS 
MONITORS 

STANDARDS 
r 

Write for Bulletin C -4 

and price list. 

BLILEY ELECTRICCO. 
Uaiee St.tlo }holding, 1,4, P.. 

"THE CRYSTAL SPECIALISTS SINCE 1925" 

PIEZO- ELECTRIC CRYSTALS 
GUARANTEED Accurate to BETTER than .OV-, 

SCIENTIFIC RADIO SERVICE 
Send for FREE Booklet and Price List! 

UNIVERSITY PARK - - - HYATTSVILLE, MD. 

Check your 
STATION 
FREQUENCY 
ACCURATELY 
EASILY 

The Type 102 Station Frequency Meter Is an exceptionally accurate means 
M complying with Rule :00 of the FCC. Direct reading. simple to use. 
It standardizes from WWY--- accuracies within 0.002% are readily attained. 
For police, broadcast. or any type station above 1500 ke. 
Also -the Type 101 Micrometer Frequency Meter. band - spread. self - 
contained, heterodyne frecimeter. operated. individually calibrated. 
nomina1 accuracy 0.021.. Four ranges or al lab le. 

Write for data as these kith- ,trade, precision icstrotneats. 

LAMPKIN LABORATORIES FLORIDA 
TON, 
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A FRANK MESSAGE 
from 

FEDERATED PURCHASER 

HEN choosing your wholesale 
source of supply, you naturally 
want to know something about 

the firm which solicits your business. What is their 
price policy? Do they cooperate or compete with 
you? Are they a large organization able to carry 
comprehensive stocks of standard merchandise for 
immediate delivery? 
Federated's price policy guarantees world's lowest 
prices. We meet all competition. 

Trade where you never overpay! 

Federated does a wholesale business. No business 
is solicited from the general public. A set and sound 
equipment List Price Catalog is issued for dealer's 
profit protection and selling convenience. 

Trade where your rights are respected 

Federated is the world's largest WHOLESALE 
organization with 8 branches for speedier service. 
Instant teletype puts stocks of all branches at your 
disposal. Federated's pick -up Shopping Service 
avoids the bother of "Splitting" orders. 

Trade where you get what you want . . . 

when you want it! 

Zhe Nederatrb U rerb 

ALWAYS to be the lowest priced wholesale house in the 
industry. 
ALWAYS to cooperate with the dealer. serviceman. amateur 
and experimenter. 

ALWAYS to guarantee the satisfaction of every customer by 
backing every product with our own name and reputation. 

ALWAYS to merit your confidence. 

NEW YORK 
25 Park Place 

CHICAGO, ILL. 
1331 So. Michigan Ave. 

PITTSBURGH 
343 Blvd. of the Allies 

ATLANTA, GA. 
546 Spring St. N.W. 

NEWARK, N. J. 
224 Central Ave. 

PHILADELPHIA BRONX, N. Y. JAMAICA, L. I. 

120 North 7th St. 534 E. Pordham Rd. 92 -26 Merrick Rd. 
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THE Group Subscription Plan for COM- 

MUNICATION AND BROADCAST ENGINEERING 

enables a group of engineers or department 

heads to subscribe at two - thirds the usual yearly 

rate. 

The regular individual rate is $ 3.00 a year. In 

groups of 4 or more, the subscription rate is 

$2.00 a year. (In Canada and foreign coun- 

tries, $3.00.) Each subscriber should print his 

name and address clearly and state his occupa- 

tion- whether an executive, engineer, depart- 

ment head, plant superintendent, or foreman, 

etc. 

Possibly your associates 
would be interested in this 

group plan 

(Communication and Broadcast Engineering) 
BRYAN DAVIS PUBLISHING CO., Inc. 

19 East 47th Street. New York, N. Y. 

INDEX OF ADVERTISERS 
A 

American Microphone Co......, 31 
American Transformer Co 29 
Amperite Corp. .Second Cover 

li 
Blow-Knox Co. 
Bliley Elec. Co 

Capitol Radio Eng. Institute 
Cornell- Dubllier Corp. 

F 
Federated Purchaser. Ine 

6 
:11 

General Radio Co. Third Cover 

Isolantite, Inc. 1 

K 
Kenyon Transformer Co.. Inc It 

2:9 Lampkin Labs. 
29 

P 
Precision Resistor Co 

31 Presto Recording Corp 

R 
Radio Receptor Co., Inc 6 
Radio Transceiver Labs 29 
Rawson Elec. Inst. Co 31 
RCA Communications. Inc 29 
RCA Mfg. Co.. Inc Fourth Cover 

S 
Scientific Radio Service 31 
Speak -O -Phone Co., Inc 31 

31 l' 
United Transformer Co.. Inc 3 

29 W 
5 Ward Leonard Flee. Co .. 
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ALWAYS SET UP 

TO MEASURE 

* Resistance: 0.001 ohm to I megohm 

Inductance: I !th to 100 h 

* Capacitance: I !'!if to 100 !if 

DIRECT READING 

COMPLETELY 

SELF -CONTAINED 

T 
HE General Radio Type 650 -A Impedance Bridge is always ready to 

operate. It is complete with built -in d -c and 1,000 cycle a -c power 

source. 

It is direct reading with an accuracy, over the major portion of the ranges, 

of 1% for resistance and capacitance measurements, and 2% for induct- 

ance measurements. It directly measures dissipation factor x of con- 

densers and energy factor 
R 

of inductors. 

The Type 650 -A Bridge is indispensable in any laboratory where routine 

measurements of inductance, resistance and capacitance are to be made 

rapidly and has an accuracy more than sufficient for practically all commer- 

cial requirements. 

Type 650 -A Impedance Bridge ... Price, $175.00 (In U. S. and Canada) 

Write for a copy of our complete Catalog 11-ti, which 
describes this and many other laboratory essentials. 

GENERAL RADIO COMPANY 
CAMBRIDGE MASSACHUSETTS 
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The New RCA Type 5 -C High 
1. HIGH FIDELITY performance. 
2. All A.C. operation (no motor gen- 

erators). 
3. Automatic line voltage regulation. 
4. Wide volume range. 
5. At any modulation percentage up 

to 100, total RMS aud.o harmonics 
do not exceed 4 %. 

Fidelity 5 K W Broadcast Transmitter 
6. Weather proof antenna tuning unit, 

(no tuning house required). 
7. Minimum installation cost and build- 

ing requirements, due to compact 
design. 

8. Hum compensator reduces carrier 
noise to level even below that of 
D.C. designs. 

.. Featuring: 
9. Double electrostatic shields elimi- 

nate RF harmonics. 

10. Attractive exterior design for "sta- 
tion display" by John Vassos, the 
nationally famous authority on 
engineering art. 

The Modern RCA Equipment from Microphone to Antenna is Your Assurance of High Fidelity Performance 

TRANSMITTER SECTION 
RCA MANUFACTURING COMPANY, INC. 

CAMDEN NEW JERSEY 
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